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JCU volunteers
get transportation

Greek Rite of Passage

Jenny Radlvoj
Staff Reporter

In preparation for the rapidly approaching end to this year's shortened pledging._.,,,._,,"
S1gma Ph1 pledges get member signatures for their pledge books. Greek Week begins next
Monday, Slgn1fy1ng the end is near for all pledges.

•
Rebecca Swartz
Staff Reporter

The producers of the WJCU
community radio show, "Celtic
Cross-Roads," earned a place in the
Guinness Book of World Records
by broadcasting Irish music for 18
continuous hours on St. Patrick's
Day to benefit the charity Patrick's
Promise.
Patrick's Promise is named for
WJCUperosnality Seamiuse'sson,
Patrick, who has an extremely rare
nerve disorder called ShinzelGideon syndrome. "Celtic CrossRoad 's" Seamiuse co-founded the
charity in order to help the families of children diagnosed with
Shmzel-Gidion syndrome cope
with expenses, an aid in the education and research surrounding
the ra re disease. "When my son
Patrick was born, we searched and
searched finding no information
as to what was wrong with him,"
Seamiuse said "Our pledge,
'Patrick's Promise,' is to make sure
ihat no other family 1s forced to go
through the pain and confusion
we went through."
Yesterday, "Celtic Cross-Road's"
Seamiuse , Mark Owen, Mark
Kelley, and Timmy Delaney promoted that true meamng of St.
Patrick's Day through charity promotion throughout the city of
Cleveland.
The festivities began at 6 a.m.
St. Patrick's Day when WJCU disc
jockey "Uncle Fred" was ceremoniously locked in the WJCU studios, simulcasting Irish music to
over 22 radio stations throughout
the world, such as COOL FM in

c

Belfast, and broadcasting live via
the Worldwide Web concluding
18 hours later at midnight.
Simultaneously, "Celtic CrossRoad's" own Seamiuse, Mark,
Brian, and Timmy packed up the
famous WJCU buggy, a van donated by Ace Taxi in conjunction
with the Greater Cleveland
SafeR ides program, to head our for
a day of fun, giveaways, awards,
and promotions to benefit local
Cleveland charities such as
Meridia Hillcrest Hospital, Rainbow Babies and Children's Hospital, the pediatric neo-natal intensive care units, and the Epilepsy
Foundation. The main goal of the
WjCU buggy was to promote the
SafeRides program to those participating in the festiviti es
throughout the day. "I t is inevitable that people are going to have
a little fun on St. Pamck's Day,"
Owen, jCU's Irish exchange student, said. The important thing is
that we keep them safe and off the
roads ... To support the SafeR1des
program sponsored by many
Cleveland area businesses, Ace
Taxi offered a free ride home for all
that needed one_
They k1cked off the day at 6:30
a.m. at Facio's in the Flats with a
"Kegs and Eggs" breakfast and
dancing provided by the Lenahan
Academy of Irish Dancing From
Facio's, the WJCU buggy made
stops throughout the day broadcasting from over 20 Irish pubs
and hot spots. Stops included
Flannery's Pub, Stampers,
Mullarkey's, Quinn's, O'Conners,
and many other East and West-

Int ernal politics prevented
john Car roll University volunteer
programs from havmg a van for
transportation until JCU President, Rev EdwardGlynn,Sj.guaranteed the purchase of a van
Community service organizations including Project Gold, Operation FO.C.U.S. and Harvest for
Hunger were 111 need of transportation due to the constant volunteer work done by students.
Former Student Un10n President
Kevin F1liatraut and curren t SU
president Melanie Shakarian decided that vans used specifically
for community service work
should be purchased
According to Shakanan, Rev.
Richard P. Salmi, SJ, VICe prcsi
dent for student affairs allegedly
told the Student Union that it
should purchase the vans. According to Shakanan. <;"\tm ~;nd th<ll
money

i ht

W<l5

1

b~•ng,

<>pent nn I he

ty

t

wh1ch should go to purchasing the
vans
When asked for comment
Salmi denied any mvolvemenr in
the posstble purchase of the vans
Salmi sa td hed1d not handlea\locanng funds for that son of spend
mg
Shakarian spoke wHh the Stu·
dent Affairs Comm ittee of the
Board of Trustees March 9 about
the great need and demand for a
community serv1ce veh1cle She
sa1d students were concerned
about the current lack of support
regardmg communny servi<:e
The is~ue was discussed later
that day at the Board of Trustee~
meetmg "Fr Glvnn commented
that a \'an \\Oltld 1->e pmc h '"l'd "
Shakanan SJid
•stud m w nt to 'ee c h ,\
lmks b, tween ~ornmunuy .Ill I
campus," _ h.Ibrt.•n<.. 11.1 fng.tgmgthose resource· in ~.. (
t1 n
v.:ouli hem he best intrn: t, [ •h
stud ·nt

s"breaks world record
side pubs.
"Celtic Cross-roads," a Sunday
night community radio broadcast
featured onjCU's 88.7 WJCU, consists of volunteer community
broadcasters Seamiuse and
Delaney and Northern Irish exchangesrudentsOwen and Kelley.
"Our purpose is to se rve as a welcome mat for all the Irish visiting
or living in the United States,"
Seamiuse said_
Not only did "Seamiuse, Mark,

Brian, and Timmy" promote the
world record breaking radiO
broadcast by travelmg from pub
to pub, they also participated in
the Catholic tradition of St.
Patrick's Day. At 9:30 a.m, the
WJCU buggy trave led to St.
William's Catholic Churc h in
Euclid. "St. Patrick's Day is the high
holy day for the Irish, and along
with the celebration, comes holy
reverence for this important historical day," Irish exchange stu-

dent, Kelley, sa1d
After mass, the WJCU buggy
ptcked up children from all over
Cleveland to ride in the St. Patrick's
Day parade. "The lnsh have always had a special place in their
hearts for kids," Seamiuse said
Later in the day, "Celtic CrossRoads" auctioned off "the shtrts
off their backs" to further help the
children's charities that they represented. In the past months,

cont inued on page 2

It's all legal in CanClll1

students enjoy Spring
memories check out pages 5 and 6.
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Newsbriefs
Getting the most out of college
Now is the time to learn more about academic programs and
careers. Academicadvisingishostinga panel of academic advisors, career development counselors and alumni to speak to
freshman and sophomores on academic and career planning.
Door prizes will be awarded at the program. Questions can be
directed to academic advising at 397-4219.

The Roderick Boyd Porter
Memorial Scholarship
The Roderick Boyd Porter Memorial Scholarship is being
o_ffered as a $10,000 award to students studying in the humanities field.
Applicants must be a current, full time, junior-year student
with a GPA of 3.5 or better. Applicants must have a major in the
humanities field or have a strong background in humanities
through course work and demonstrated interest. Participation
in campus and student organizations is expected of all applicants.
Applications are available at the Honors Program Office by
calling 397-4677 or at the Honors House located at 2567 South
Belvior Blvd. Applications are due by Apri\9.

john Carroll "celebrities"
compete in basketball
John Carroll University'celebrities' will com pete in a charity
basketball game tonight at 7 p.m . in the Don Shu1a Sports Center.
Tickets for thel999 Dunkin' for Diabetes event are $1, and can be
purchased at the door.
All ticket proceeds will benefit the Diabetes Association of
Greater Cleveland. JCU Service fraternity Alpha Rho Omega is
sponsoring the event. Cal1397-2481 for more information.

--~~~'1~~"~~,e,wl~
Newsbriefi can be submitted to the Carroll News office by
Monday at 5 p.m.

Debate team ranked
No. 1 in country
Ann Dolgan
Staff Reporter

five years.
The weekend of March 5-7.gave
the Junior Varsity members a shot
at nationals as well. The CrossExaminanon Debate Assoc iation
(CEDA) held a tournament at
Towscn University in Baltimore,
MD.
At this tournament, Wiley and
Sovacool teamed up to go 10-1 and
placed third out of 53 teams in the
Junior Varsity division . They lost
in the semifinals to Kansas State
who went on to win the national
tournament.
lnd ivid ua ll y, Sovacool received
top honors, being named first
place speaker.
Brossman, who is in his sixth
year as director of debate, is very
pleased with the accomplishments of his 12-member team.
"Six yearsago,schools were asking who and where john Carroll
is," Brossman said. "Now we are
well known in college debate.·
In Brossman's first year as di-

rector his team won 31 awards,
on! y four on the varsity level. This
year they have already won 60
awards, 50 on the varsity level.
john Carroll debates with
schools such as Harvard University,
Dartmouth
College,
Georgetown University and
Emory University. Jn manycases
john Carroll Unviersity is ranked
higher than these reputable
schools.
"Emory University in Atlanta
is definitely the power house in
debate," Brossman said. "We still
have a ways to go to be considered
elite, but we can stay competitive
with these teams."
The 20-40 hours per week that
team members spend preparing
for tournaments is definite! y paying off.
•· Sovacool hasalreadytallied 134
wins in his two years on the team.
Only 21 debaters injCU's history
have more than 100 wins in their
entire career.

The john Carroll Debate Team
made school history this past
weekend when it was named national champions in the varsity
division by the American Debate
Association (A DA)at Mary Washington College in Virginia.
According to theJCU Director
of Debate, Brent Brossman, this
honor has never been given to]CU.
The young team, which is 80
percent freshmen and sophomores, is making a name for itself
in the college debating world.
The ADA, which is in its 14th
year, grantedJCU this title due to
a third place performance from
the duo of freshman Chris
Diamant and sophomore Ben
Sovacool and a fifth place finish
by sophomore Elizabeth Wiley
and senior Siegmund Fuchs. Both
teams were defeated by Harvard
University teams on 2-l decisions
by the judges.
"Both of our
teams had legi ti- ==----------~--::-,...,=.-~;------..~~r
mate chances to
win," said Brossman.
"We need to live and
learn with each debate. We can only
hope to improve in
the future.·
Sovacool was
named third place
speaker in the tournament. This placing qualified both
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Taft elected next CN
editor-in-chief
The Carroll ews Editorial
Board electedjumorClare Taft to
be the next editor-in-chief last
Thursday. Taft's one-year term
wdl begin with
the April 15 edition of the Carroll
ews.
"I am confident
the Carroll News
will continue to
be a success next
year and improve,"Taftsaid. "I
hope toencourage
more students to
join the Carroll
News next year, and l would like
to see complete coverage of not
only campus life at john Carroll
but also news in the suburbs surrounding john Carroll."
Taft has been a member of the
Car roll News staff for two years,
serving as an assistant news editor and is curren tly news editor.
She will replace Tom O'Konowitz,
who has served two years as editorand willgJaduate in May
O'Konowitzsaid that he is con-

fidem Taft will do much to mamtain the Carroll News' status as an
award-winning college newspaper. "Cla re definitely IS dedicated
to our newspaper, and she
has done a lot to contn bute t o ns success,"'
O'Konowi tz said. "I am
sure that her experience
wtll make heranexcellent
editor."
Taft expects to appoint
a managmg editor and
new editorial board within
the next week. Taft is alsc
looking to fill several section editor and assistant
editor positions.
BesidesO'Konowi tz, managing
editor Brian Murphy will alsc be
leaving the newspaper next week
as he will be graduating in May.
Faculty Adviser Bob Noll said
he looks forward to working with
Taft next year. "Clare is hard-workingand dedicated. lam especially
pleased that she has big plans to
get more students involved in the
writing and editing of the newspaper."

NEWS
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Board of Trustees to include students
Clare Taft

These fi vestandingcom mit tees of
the Board of Trustees are staffed
The john Carroll University by Fredrick Travis, Richard Salmi,
Board of Trustees voted at their Jonathon !vee, Paul Kantz and
meeting last week to allow stu- john Reali, all university vice
dents to serve on committees of
presidents
The committees are responthe Board.
"We want to make sure tha t all stbl e for makmg recommendations to and inform the Board restudents have a voice in how the1r
university is run ," said Melanie gardmg their respective areas of
Shakarian, Student Union presiresponsibilit )'·
The students w11l not be mem dent.
bers of the Board of Trustees. but
The Student Union president
rather members of committees.
will appoint students to five comwho do not have voting power be·
mittees. The committees include,
Academic Affairs and Planning fore the full Board.
Accordmg to Shakarian, all of
Committee, Finance and Audit
Committee, Development Com- the work of the Board of Trustees
mitteeand Properties Committee. IS done m committee, where stu-

News Editor

dents are allowed to Sit, discuss
and vote The recommendati ons
of the committees are then discussed at the meeting of the full
Board
"This 1s cruc1al to the develop·
ment of the umvers1ty from the
student's pcrspecuvc Students
should feel empowered. This is
almost as good as bctng a voung
member of the Board," satd
Shakarian
Shakarian has been to a meetmg of the Board of Trustees already as a member of the Student
Affairs Committee. 'At a meeung
I realized how much of the work
of the Board is done in commntees,' Shakanan said.

The Carroll News, proud to be your
source of information at
The jesuit University in Cleveland
•

~ov.a~l

Diamant to participate in the National
Debate Tournament
(NOT) this weekend.
john Carroll has
been competing in
this tournament for
the last 53 years, but
has had only 10
teamsqualify in that
span,sevenof which
have been m the last

The JCU debate team and advisors. Jimm Lynch, Katie Lavelle, Jenn
I
Jim Paluf, Brad Presutto, Kelly Young, Elizabeth Wiley and Brent Brossman

IRISH
continued from page 1

Courses, Workshops, Seminars,
Study Abroad
Transferable Credits
Accelerated Sessions
Start Dates: May through July
Register by fax, phone, mail or
zn person
Call1.800.283.3853 for our
complete Summer 1999
Infonnation/Application
Package
~

..
I

~~
PJTISBURGH, PA 15282

www.duq.edu

"Celtic Cross-Roads" had been
asking listeners to donate shirts,
hats, and kilts from their favorite
Irish pub, Celtic Group, or Irish
organization. The shirts, ranging
from O'Grady's in Florida to Dirty
Nell's in Ireland, were auctioned
off in one big pile to th e highest
bidder. The money was then distributed to local children's charities supported by "Celtic CrossRoads."
Ln the past, "Celtic Cross.Roads'" extensive goodwill programs dedicated to ch ildren have
earned them the recognition.
throughout th~ city of Cleveland.
Their stories of hope, service
and friendship have been featured
on WKYC channel 3, WEWS
channel5,Fox8,andWUABchannel43.
Their constant attachment to
Patrick's Promise and their other
contributions to Shinzel-Gidion
syndrome earned them an official
Proclamation from the City of
Cleveland's Mayor Michael White.
"Celtic Cross-Roads is a college
radio show taken one-step further," Seamiuse satd. "We entertain, but we do something good
with the time."

Introducing Salon Quality
At a Down-To-Earth Price
Now Open
Unlvenlty Comen
2175 S. Taylor Roacl
Unlvenlty Helghh
397-1350
Now Plaza, around tho cornor fro•
. Hollywood Vldoo at Codar &. Taylor

$2.00 Off

with valid
John Carroll
ID

Reg. $9

G,.~tr.antl'il S~ttuf•ctatJtl.
G~t~-•r•rttc~ll Styl• ."•
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Newsb'riefs
Getting the most out of college
Now is the time to learn more about academic programs and
careers. Academic ad vising is hosting a panel of academic advisors, career development counselors and alumni to speak to
freshman and sophomores on academic and career planning.
Door prizes will be awarded at the program. Questions can be
directed to academic advising at 397-4219.

The Roderick Boyd Porter
Memorial Scholarship
The Roderick Boyd Porter Memorial Scholarship is being
offered as a $10,000 award to stUdents studying in the humanities field.
Applicants must be a current, full time, junior-year student
with a GPA of 3.5 or better. Applicants must have a major in the
humanities field or have a strong background in humanities
through course work and demonstrated interest. Participation
in campus and student organizations is expected of all applicants.
Applications are available at the Honors Program Office by
calling 397-4677 or at the Honors House located at 2567 South
Belvior Blvd. Applications are due by April9.

john Carroll "celebrities•
compete in basketball
john Carroll University'celebrities' will compete in a charity
basketball game tonightat 7 p.m.in the Don Shula Sports Center.
Tickets for thel999 Dunkin' for Diabetes event are $1, and can be
purchased at the door.
All ticket proceeds will benefit the Diabetes Association of
Greater Cleveland JCU Service fraternity Alpha Rho Omega is
sponsoring the event. Call397-2481 for more information.

,._--~~~~»]~ ~~ewsr.d..,.
Newsbrief~

can be submitted to the Carroll News office by
Monday at 5 p.m.

Debate team ranked
No. 1 in country
Ann Dolgan
Staff Reporter

The john Carroll Debate Team
made school history this past
weekend when it was named natlonal champions in the varsity
division by the American Debate
Association(ADA) at Mary Washington College in Virginia.
According to thejCU Director
of Debate, Brent Brossman, this
honor has never been given tojCU.
The young team, which is 80
percent freshmen and sophomores, is making a name for itself
in the college debating world.
The ADA. which is in its 14th
year, grantedjCU this title due to
a third place performance from
the duo of freshman Chris
Diamant and sophomore Ben
Sovacool and a fifth place finish
by sophomore Elizabeth Wiley
and senior Siegmund Fuchs. Both
teams were defeated by Harvard
University teams on 2-1 decisions
by the judges.
"Bo th of our
teams had legitimate chances to
win," said Brossman.
"We need to live and
learn with each debate. We can only
hope to improve in
the future."
Sovacool was
named third place
speaker in the tournament. This placing qualified both

five years.
Theweekendof March 5-7.gave
the junior Varsity members a shot
at nationals as well. The CrossExamination Debate Association
(CEDA) held a tournament at
Towson University in Baltimore,
MD.
At this tournament, Wiley and
Sovacool teamed up togo 10-1 and
placed third out of 53 teams in the
Junior Varsity division . They lost
in the semifinals to Kansas State
who went on to win the national
tournament.
lndi vid ua 11 y, Sovacool received
top honors, being named first
place speaker.
Brossman, who is in his sixth
year as director of debate, is very
pleased with the accomplishments of his 12-member team.
"Six yearsago,schools were asking who and where john Carroll
is," Brossman said. "Now we are
well known in college debate."
In Brossman's first year as di-

rector his team won 31 awards,
only four on the varsity level. This
year they have already won 60
awards, 50 on the varsity level.
john Carroll debates with
schools such as Harvard University,
Dartmouth
College,
Georgetown University and
Emory University. In many cases
john Carroll Unviersity is ranked
higher than these reputable
schools.
"E mory University in Atlanta
is definitely the power house in
debate," Brossman said . "We still
have a ways to go to be considered
elite, but we can stay competitive
with these teams."
The 20-40 hours per week that
team members spend preparing
for tournaments is definitely paying off.
•· Sovacool has already tallied 134
wins in his two years on the team
Only 21 debaters injCU's history
have more than 100 wins in their
entire career.
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Taft elected next CN
editor-in-chief
The Carroll News Editorial
Board electedjuniorCiare Taft to
be the next editor-in-chief last
Thursday. Taft's one-year term
will begin with
the April 15 ed ition of the Carroll
News.
"l am confident
the Car roll News
will cont inue to
be a success next
year and improve,"Taftsaid . "I
hope toencourage
more students to
join the Carroll
News next year, and I would like
to see complete coverage of not
only campus life at john Carroll
but also news in the suburbs surroundingJohn Carroll."
Taft has been a member of the
Carroll News staff for two years,
serving as an assistant news editor and is currently news editor.
She wi11 replace Tom O'Konowitz,
who has served two years as editor and will gFaduate in May.
O'Konowitz said that he is con-
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Board of Trustees to include students
Clare Taft
News Editor

The john Carroll University
fidem Taft wJll do much to mam- Board of Trustees voted at the1r
meeting last week to allow stutain the Carroll ews' status as an
dents
to serve on committees of
award-winning college newspathe Board
per. "Clare definitely is dedicated
'We want to make sure thar all
to our newspape r, and she
s1 udents have a vo1ce m how the1r
has done a lot to co nrnbuniversity is run ," said Melanie
ute to ns success,"
Shakanan, Student Union presiO'Konowitz said. "I am
dent.
sure that her experience
The Student Union president
will make heranexcellent
will appoint students to fi vecomeditor."
mittees. Thecommitteesmclude,
Taft expects to appoint
Academic Affairs and Planning
a managing editor and
Committee, Finance and Audit
neweditonal board within
Committee, Development Comthe next week. Taft is also
mitteeand Properties Committee.
looking to fill several section editor and ass1stant
editor positions.
BesidesO'Konowitz,managing
editor Brian Murphy will also be
leaving the newspaper next week
as he will be graduating m May.
Faculty Adviser Bob Noll said
he looks forward to working with
Taft next year. "Clare is hard-working and dedicated. I am especially
pleased that she has big plans to
get more students involved in the
writing and editing of the newspaper."

These five sta nd1ngcom mitteesof
the Board of Trustees are staffed
by Fredrick Travis, Richard Salmi.
Jon a thon lvec , Paul Kantz and
john Reali, all university vi e
presidents.
The committees are responsible for makmg rccommenda
nons to and mform the Board regard ing thei r respec ti ve areas of
responsl btht)'·
The students wtll not be members of the Board of Trustees, but
rather members of commiltees,
who do not have voting power before the full Board.
According to Shakarian, all of
the work of the Board of Trustees
is done in committee. where stu-

dents are allowed to sit, dtscuss
and vote The recommendations
of the committees are then discussed at the meetings of the full
Board
"Thts IS cruc1al to the development of the universny from the
student's perspccuve. Students
should feel empowered fh1s is
almost as good as be1ng a voting
member of the Board," sa1d
Shakarian.
Shakanan has been to a mectmg of the Board of Trustees already as a member of the Student
AffatrsCommittee. "At a mewng
1 realized how much of the work
of the Board IS done m committees,' Shakarian said.

The Carroll News, proud to be your
source of information at
The jesuit University in Cleveland
•
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Diamant to participare in rhe National
Debate Tournament
(NOT) this weekend.
John Carroll has
been competing in
th1s tournament for
the last 53 years, but
has had only 10
teamsqualifyin that
span,sevenof which
have been in the last

The JCU debate team and advisors, Jimm Lynch. Katie Lavelle. Jenn :--...... ,,.,v
Jim Paluf, Brad Presutto, Kelly Young, Elizabeth Wiley and Brent Brossman

IRISH
continued from page 1

Courses, Workshops, Seminars,
Study Abroad
Transferable Credits
Accelerated Sessions
Start Dates: May through July
Register by fax, phone, mail or
in person
Call1.800.283.3853 for our
complete Summer 1999
Information/Application
Package

PA 15282
www.duq.edu
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"Celtic Cross-Roads" had been
asking listeners to donate shirts,
hats, and kilts from their favorite
Irish pub, Celtic Group. or Irish
organization. The shirrs. ranging
from O'Grady's in Florida to Dirty
Nell's in Ireland, were auctioned
off in one big pile to the highest
bidder. The money was then distributed to local children's charities supported by "Celtic CrossRoads."
In the past, "Celtic CrossRoads'" extensive goodwill programs dedicated to children have
earned them the recognition.
throughout th~ city of Cleveland .
Their stories of hope, service
and friendship have been featured
on WKYC channel 3, WEWS
channelS, Fox8.and WUABchannel4 3.
Their constant attachment to
Patrick's Promise and their other
contributions to Shinzel-Gidion
syndrome earned them an official
Proclamation from the City of
Cleveland's Mayor Michael White .
"Cel tic Cross-Roads is a college
radio show taken one-step further," Seamiuse said. "We entertain, but we do something good
with the time."

Introducing Salon Quality
At a Down-To-Earth Price
Now Open
University Corners
21 75 s. Taylor Road
University Height•
397-1350
New Plaza, areund the corner froM
Hollywood Video at Cedar & Taylor

$2.00 Off
Reg. $9

with valid
John Carroll
ID
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Sun, snow, Hummers and hot bodies
JCU students tell their spring break stories

,,,

Natasha Marin
Staff Reporter
As I trudged across the slushy,
snowy campus on that cold Monday morningafterrerurning from
spring brea k, I couldn't help noticing the man y freshly bronzed
faces that squinted a t the reflection of my pale, winter complexion.
Yet, as the day went on, I realized that most people hadfunduring break, we all had our struggles
to contend with at one point or
another, such as the foot of snow
at my Michigan home.
Those who wanted to impress
!heir Spanish professors headed
south of the border to Cancun,
where they got to practice their
ordering skills in Spanish. Yet, it
seems that all they could remember was, "Camarero ...otra cerveza
por favor." (Waiter, another beer,
please.)
Those among the hundreds of
students from Carroll who traveled raved about the non-stop
nightlife in Cancun, claiming it
was the best they had ever ex perienced.
Nonetheless, junior juliet
Orsini felt that seeing everything
that people could dodisa ppointed
her ar times. "It was definitely fun,
but it didn't live up to the hype,"
said junior George Dubie.
For sophomore Shannon
Smith, irgave herfriendsandothersat Carroll a chance rosee her in
a different light, "in a, you know,
stress free environment."
Unfortunately, for many in
places like Rochester, break wasn't
exactly stress free . While so me
were basking in the sun, John
Guild was shoveling close to four
feet of snow at home, "I went rot he
supermarket, and people were
fighringovermilkand bread ... And,
!the snow! was so bad that the National Guard came to pick up my

•••
HAVE FUN AND DANCE!

DANCE MARATHON!

THIS FRIDAY
•
•

$1 DRINKS AND D)
Live Ban~: SWAGGER KINGS

AND NO MATTER WHAT

PROCEEDS BENEFIT HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
paid advertisment

tinon wnh daily ga mes of cards
I lowever, not used to the beauuful sunny weather of Panama
Cny. the team came home to a
snow-cove red Cleveland w tt h
three wms and seven losses
The Carroll Crew Team kept
thetr oars rowing in Tampa, Fla ,
whtle getting a tan and pracuctng
two nmes a day Sophomore
Knsten Yankura satd, "I think
spending spring break together as
a team will set us up for a
successsful racing season."
Right about the time the Crew
ream was getting up for practice
was probably about thesamenme
those in Fort Lauderdale, Fla. were
coming in from Club Atlantis or
The Iguana.
Those taking a class at Carroll
in male sculpture this semester

defimrel y mtsscd out if theydtdn't
see Fort l.aud crd:~\c's Hot Body
Contest, awardmg Carroll jun tor
Henry 1 ee with fmt place and
$100 for exh1bnmg his toned phy~~ quc to all Lee was a b11 surpnscd he won , constdenng that
he forgot to bnng hisg-string, unhkehisotherfourcompemors "ll
was my 15 mwnuresof fame!" Lee
said about hts newly won title.
Yet, while Lee wasda ncmg his
wayto$100andaclaim tofame,l5
other john Carroll students 5were
picking up brooms, reading books,
and putting up walls m Btg Ugly,
W Va., in the Appalacian Mountains. Organized byCampusMinlstryand in collaboration wH h the
non-profit group Step by Step, this
group took an alternative spnng
break and gained much m return
Since no pools1de rooms were
available in Appalachia, the group
stayed in a Comm unit yCenterand
volunteered for an after-school
program, mteracttng w1th k1ds
and helpmg 10 build a home for
the organization. or course, time
was taken oU! on Tuesday to read
"Green Eggs and Ham" to the-k1ds
in honor of Dr Suess's bmhday.
But , the students dtd get a
chance to try a ntra dancmg, a
mix between country \me dane·
ing and square dancing. "It was a
wonderful college experience because we had a lot of fun whi le
helping others, and we got to see
the benef1ts by workmg dtrectly
wtth the people," said sop hom re
Anne F1\cks about the tnp
ciate having stayed home because
l agree wah my fnend, Adam
Hasenkopf who went home to
Murrysville, Penn. to see his girlfnend . !asked if he was envious of
his friends who went to Cancun
or Florida and he said, "Yeah, but
now who has more money?"

Fun in the sun: Carroll students bask in the sun and enjoy their spring break.

JCU sponsors 11th Annual Urban Journalism Workshop
Features Editor

AT BOOTHS

ew jersey for the national wrestling championshtps, where semor Rtch Fshch captu red a first·
place t ttlc, enior jim Ayers took
t h ~r d place and senio r justm Kerr
ba ttl ed to take the c1gh th -placc
rankmg overall ''We'll never get
to go on spring break because of
nationals, but it was a good ume
getting to hang out wtth theseniors as a team one last time," said
sophomore wrestler Pat Beard.
That same type of loya1ty to
the sport life was shown by junior
Chris Levandowski, a pitcher for
Carroll's basebal l ream, "I wou ld
love the opportunity to go seven
or eight days with friends to have
a good time, but I'd never give up
the opportunity to play baseball,"
he said. In their limited free rime,
the team kept up friendly compe·

Area teens get a taste of the real world
Lisa Foster

FOOD, DRINKS, AND GAMES

mom with a Hummeratourhouse
because sheworksata hospi tal " (l
guess that beats being stuck m
Kentucky on a bus full of baseball
players, though)
Apparently, some couldn't get
enough snow m Cleveland,so they
headed up to Beaver Creek and
Vail, Colo. When 1 asked three
sophomores why they didn't go to
some place warm, Tom Basile and
Brian 51\laman both exclamied,
"We love to skit" (Not to mention
that they also got to meet Lindsay
from MTV's "The Real World.")
For many of the sports teams
break was work and just a little bit
of play. Yet,in the end it seems that
the hard work paid off. Carroll
wrestlers, who were accompanied
by their families and Iota Beta
Gamma alumni all gathered in

Future journalists from Cleveland area high schools are getting
theopportuniry to hear about professional journalists' real experiences in the business on Saturdays
at john Carroll.
Andrea Mitchell,co-directorof
the Urban journalism Workshop,
described the workshop as a way
to change the dynamics of the
journalistic world, "There aren't
rna ny people of color in the area of
journalism, and we want to change
that," she said, "We want to create
diversity and educate the youth."
The program is an eight-week
intensive workshop that has taken
place every year for the past 11
years. This is the fourth time the
workshop has been at john Car·
roll; the workshop started at
Cuyahoga Community College,
then moved to Cleveland State
Umversity and is now here at Carroll The Cleveland chapter of the
ational Association of Black
jounahsts together wHh theJCU

Communications Department is
sponsoring this seminar.
"This seminar is for students in
the Greater Cleveland area who
don't have the resources that some
of the suburban schools do, like
school newspapers, and writing
and broadcast courses," said
Mitchell, "i t is also about enabling
students of color."
Loca I professionals from the
different areas of journalism are
participants and mentors for this
program Much of the motivation
for helping with th is program
stems from personal reasons
Sandy Scott, a video tape technician from Fox 8 said she is here,
"Because lrespecteducatton. This
opens up a whole other world for
the children. This workshop gives
students the chance to talk to
someone informal\ yabout the profession l can give them actual
numbers about moneyandstories
about workmg conditions that
they can't learn m a text book. I
promised that if I made it in this
busmess, l'd make myself acces-

tions and I want the expenence
here they get the real thtng."
si ble to others...
The local journalists that par- before l go to college. I need to
Co-dmctor Traci james said
this program is to help the stu- ticipate in this workshop are in- know how the business works and
dents, "Excel at the craft, to get out tent on having the students learn I want to be up to date on what's
there and do it. No one takes the about what the business is really going on. I also want to learn certime anymore to show them ex- like. "Most students don't know tain skills that are needed for this
actly what to do. When 1 was about the off-camera jobs you can business," said Divina M1ms, a seyounger, there was noopportunity have, they just see the broadcast- nior at LurheranH1ghSchool East.
Cari Woodford,a junior at Marfor me to learn about the field, and ers and think that's all there is to
I don't want that w be the case for do, so it's good for them to know tin Luther King High School said,
this generation. Minorities need that there are respectable and well- "We don't have a newspaper at our
to have a voice, and I'm here to paying jobs behind the scenes," school, so it's good for me to come
help train those future minority said Scott. "This business is crazy here and actual! y write th mgs and
journalists. I also get a personal and never stops, and the students learn about how the busmess rethrill out of helping these stu- need to know that," said Mitchell. ally is."
Brittany Tardy, an East Tech
The professionals also offer addents."
senior,
likes that professiOnals
Russell Walker, a reporter for vice tothestudems,"You never get
come
to
talk to the students,' They
th1s
business,
it
stays
with
out
of
Sun Newspapers, also participates
have
real
reporters and writer~
you
always,"
said
Walker.
"Yes,
if
in the workshop for personal reasons. "Ididn'tknowwhat I wanted you're a good journa ltst, every- come in to talk to us, and not only
to do until college. l wish I had thing is a potential story, whether that, but we get a ftrst-hand look
this opportunity when l was you're on vacation or on the clock," at how thmgs work"
The Urbanjournaltsm Workyounger so I could have known added Shelley Shockley, Managearlier. I want to use what I learned ingEditorofC\eveland UfeMaga- shop ism its fourth week. Next
Saturday the group will be travelto help kids, I want to help how- zme.
The students also have many lmg to Channe\19/43 for an Exever I can, that's what it's a II about."
"I think access IS the key word," of the same thoughts about the posure tnp to see the stud1o and
said Bnan Mcintyre, a Channel 5 program that the professionals do. all the behind rhe scenes happenreporter, "textbooks are good, but "I want to major in communica- ings
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Sun, snow, Hummers and hot bodies
JCU students tell their spring break stories
Natasha Marin
Staff Reporter
As I trudged across the slushy,
snowy campus on that cold Monday morning after returning from
spring break, I couldn't he\ p noticing the many freshly bronzed
faces that squinted at the reflection of my pale, winter complexIOn.

HAVE FUN AND DANCE!

DANCE MARATHON!

'

THIS FRIDAY
$1 DRINKS AND D]

Llve Ban~: SWAGGER KINGS
AND NO MATTER WHAT
FOOD, DRINKS, AND GAMES
AT BOOTHS
PROCEEDSBENEFITHABITATFORHUMANITY
paid advertismen t

Yet, as the day went on, I realized that most people had funduring break, we all had our struggles
to contend with at one poin t or
another, such as the foot of snow
at my Michigan home.
Those who wanted to impress
thm Spanish professors headed
sout h of the border to Cancun,
where they got to practice their
ordering skills in Spanish. Yet, it
seems that all they could remember was, "Camarero ...otra cerveza
por favor." (Waiter, another beer,
please.)
Those among the h undreds of
st udents from Ca rroll who traveled raved about t he non-stop
nightlife in Cancun, claiming it
was the best they had ever experienced .
Nonethe less, junior ju liet
Orsini felt that seeing everything
that people could do disappointed
her at ti mes. "It wasdefi nitelyfun ,
but it didn't li ve up to the hype,"
said junior George Dubie.
For sophomore Shannon
Smi th, it gave her fr iends and othersat Carroll a chance to see her in
a different light, "in a, you know,
stress free environment."
Unfortunately, for many in
places like Rocheste r, break wasn't
exactly srress free . While some
were basking in the sun, John
Guild was shoveling close to four
feet of snow at home,"I went to the
supermarket, and people were
fightingovermilkand bread ... And,
lthesnowl was so bad that th e National Guard came to pick up my

mom wuha Hummeratour house
because she works at a hospital " (I
guess that beats being stuck m
Kentucky on a bus full of baseball
players, though.)
Apparently, some cou ldn't get
enough snow inCleveland,sothey
headed up to Beaver Creek and
Vail, Colo. When 1 asked three
sophomores w hy they didn't go to
some place warm, Tom Basile and
Bria n Slllaman both exclamied,
"We love to ski!" (Not to mention
that they also got to meet Lindsay
from MTV's "The Real World.")
For many of the sports teams
break was work and justa little bit
of play. Yet ,in t he end it seems that
the hard work paid off. Carroll
wrestlers, whowereaccompanied
by the ir families and Iota &ta
Gamma alumni all gathe red in

New jersey for the national wres- titian wuh daily games of cards
tling championships, where seHowever, not used to the beaumor Rich Eslich captured a first- !Jful, sunny weather of Panama
place title, senior Jim Ayers took Cny, the team came home to a
third place and senior Ju un Kerr snow-covered Cleveland wnh
battled to take the e1ghth·place three wms and seven losses.
ranking overall. "We'll never get
The Carroll Crew Team kept
to go on spring break be a use of their oars rowmg in Tampa, Fla,
nationals, but it was a good time while getting a tan and practicing
getting to hang out with these- two times a day Sophomore
niors as a team one last rime," said Kristen Yankura said, 'I think
spending spnng break together as
sophomore wrestler Pat Beard.
That same type of loyalty to a team will set us up fo r a
the sport life was shown by junior successsful racing season."
Right about the time t he Crew
Chris Levandowski, a pitcher for
Carroll 's baseball team, "I wou ld team was getting up for practice
love the opportun ity to go seven was probably about the same time
or eight days with friends to have t hosem Fort lauderdale, Fla. were
a good time, but l'd never give up coming in from Club Atlantis or
the opportunity to play baseball," The Iguana.
Those taking a class at Carroll
he said. In their limited free time,
the team kept upfriend lycompe- in ma le sculpture this semester

defmitely missed out if they didn't
see Fore La udcrda \e's Hot Body
Contest, awarding Carroll JUnlor
Henry Lee w11h first place and
$100 for exhibtung his toned phystque to all Lee was a bn surpnsed he won, cons1dering that
he forgot to bring his g-string, unlikehisotherfourcompemors "lt
was my 15 miunutes of fame!" Lee
said about his newly won title.
Yet , while Lee was dancing his
wayro$100andaclaim tofame,l5
other John Carroll students 5were
picking up brooms, reading books,
and puwng up walls m Big Ugly,
W Va., in the Appalacian Mountains. Organized byCampus Mmistryand in collaboration with the
non-profit group Step by Step, this
group took an alternative spring
break and gamed much in return
Since no poolside rooms were
available in Appa\ach ia, the group
stayed m a CommunityCenterand
volunteered for an after-sc hool
program, interacting with k1ds
and helping to build a home for
t he organization. or course, time
was taken out on Tuesday to read
"Green Eggs and Ham" to the1<~ds
in honor of Dr Suess's birthday.
But , the studen ts did get a
chance to try Contra dancmg, a
mix between country line dancing and square dancing. "I t was a
wonderful college experience because we had a lot of fun while
helping others, and we got to see
the benefits by work in ' d1rectly
with the people,'' atd sophomore
Anne hick, about the tr
ciate havmg tayed home because
l agree with my friend, Adam
Hasenkopf who went home to
Murrysvi lle, Penn. to see his girlfriend. I asked if hewasenviousof
his friends who went to Cancun
or Florida and he said, "Yeah, but
now who has more money?"

Fun in the surr Carroll students bask in the sun and enjoy their spring break.

Area teens get a taste of the real world
JCU sponsors 11th Annual Urban Journalism Workshop
Lisa Foster
Features Editor
Futu re journalists from Cleveland area high schools are getting
the opportunity to hear about professional journalists' real experiencesin the business on Sa turdays
at j ohn Carroll.
Andrea Mitchell,co-direc torof
the Urban journalism Works hop,
described the workshop as a way
to change the dynamics of the
journalistic world , "There aren't
many people of color in the area of
journalism, and we want to change
that," she said, "We want to create
diversity and educate the youth."
The program is an eight-week
intensive workshop that has taken
place every year for the past 11
years. This is the fourth time the
workshop has been at john Car·
roll~ the workshop started at
Cuyahoga Community College,
then moved to Cleveland State
University and is now here at Carroll. The Cleveland chapter of the
National Associanon of Black
Jounalists together with the JCU

Communications Department is
sponsoring this seminar.
"This seminar is for students in
the Greater Cleveland area who
don't have the resources that some
of the suburban schools do, like
school newspapers , and wnting
an d broadcast courses," said
Mitchell, "it is also about enabling
stud ents of color."
Loca l professionals from the
different areas of journalism are
participants and mentors for this
program. Much of the motivation
for helping with this program
stems from personal reasons.
Sandy Scott, a video tape technician from Fox 8 said she is here,
"Because 1respect educatiOn. This
opens up a whole other world for
the children. This workshopgi ves
students the chance to talk to
someoneinformallyabouttheprofession. I can give them actual
numbers about money and stories
about working conditions that
they can't learn in a textbook. l
promised that if I made It in this
business, I'd make myself acces-

here they get the rea\ thing."
si ble to others."
The local journalists that parCo-director Traci james said
this program is to heI p the stu· ticipate in this workshop are indents, "Excel at the craft, to get out tent on having the students learn
there and do it. No one takes the about what the business is really
time anymore to show them ex- ltke. "Most students don't know
actly what to do. When I was about the off -camera jobs you can
younger,therewasnooppon unity have, they just see the broadcastfor me to learn about the field, and ers and think that's all there is to
I don't want that to be the case for do, so it's good for them to know
this generation. Minorit ies need thattherearerespectableand wellto have a voice. and I'm here to paying jobs behind the scenes,"
help train those futu re minority said Scott. "This business is crazy
journalists. I also get a personal and never stops, and the students
thrill out of helping these stu- need to know that," said Mitchell.
The professionals also offer addents."
Russell Walker, a reporter for vice to the students," You never get
Sun Newspapers, also participates out of this business, it stays with
in the workshop for personal rea- you a! ways," said Walker "Yes, if
sons "ldidn'tknowwhatlwanted you're a good journalist, everyto do until college. I wish I had thing is a potential story, whether
this opportunity when 1 was you're on vacation or on the clock,"
younger so I could have known added Shelley Shockley, Managearher. I want to use what !learned ingEditorof Cleveland L1fe Magato help kids, I want to help how- zme.
The students also have many
ever I can, that's what it's all about."
"1think access is the key word," of the same thoughts about the
said Bnan Mcintyre, a ChannelS program that the professionalsdo.
reporter "textbooks are good, but "I want to major in commumca-

tions and 1 want the experience
before I go to college. l need to
know how the busmess works and
I want to be up to date on what 's
going on. I also want to Jearn certain skills that are needed for this
business," said Divina M1ms,a senior at Lutheran High School East.
Cari Woodford,a junior at Martin Luther King High School said,
"We don't have a newspaper at our
school, so tt's good for mew come
here and actually write thmgsand
learn about how the business really is."
Brittany Tardy, an East Tech
senior, ltkes that professionals
come to talk wthestudems,"They
have real reporters and writer~
come in to talk to us, and not only
that, but we get a first-hand look
at how thtngs work"
The Urban journalism Workshop is in its fourth week. Next
Saturday the groupwHI be travelling to Channell9/43 for an Exposure trip to see the studio and
all the behind the scenes happenIngs.
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HOW J SPfHT
BY MARl( BOL£1(Y
1 took a breakfromcovenngthe
Blue Streal1saction fora week's vacation in Cancun About lOO)CU
students were there. Follow1ng is
thedady)OU rna ll11ept wh de tJure,
(at least as best as 1remember).

MY SPRIH& VACATtOH

can police were there Af terall, we
needed someone to take group plctures for us. I swear I spotted a
vendetta ridden
Cleveland
Heights cop there, slightly out of
his JUrisd lctlOn

S~~~alsappears

m Cancun
We had a group disposal of our
watches today. It's a conduc1 VIOlation to ask what time it is, un less
it is about meeting a happy hour.
lt's such a great feeling to not have
anythmg you have to do. Bemg the
stellar student that I am, l get
stressed by the rigors of my ard uous schedule. That's all a lie.
When people ask us what the
best tim e in Cancun was, they
probably don't expect the answer
to be "The Mini Mart." That 's
quickly becoming the case,
though. It's I ike The Emporium in
"Dazed and Confused."
The plan to meet there at 8:00,
have a drink and then go to the
dub turned into meet there, polishoff multiple40sand be incredibly amused byagrasshopperthat
a local made out of a palm leaf.
We called him Sancho. (The grasshopper, not the local)
Around midnight, we went to
Coco Bongo. Despiteall the people
there, it was easier to find john
Carroll kids by fooking for those
dancingon tables. Itmustbeallof
our experience at
The Bar.
1 provided the
entertainment for
the night by taking a f1ve-foot fall
off the table in a
drunken stupor. A
number of people
cameovertoask if
I was okay, but I
think their only
---....-....J real concern was,
Sophomores Anne Learned and Kat Supancic "Open space on the
try to keep up with the crazy waiters at Los
table!" 1 landed
Rancheros.

Saturday
Everyone m the group was gomg through the1rown lmle war as
we got on our 6 a.m . flight to
Cancun. Whileourbodiesaskus,
"What the hell are you doing
awake at th1s ume?', our minds
are in a state of excitement, trying
to fathom what we're about to experience
Our minds won . We were flat
Out jumpy the minute we stepped
off our TransmeTJdian flight
(wh ich lthmk c hanged names last
month How shady) We arrived
at the hotel at 11 a.m. The 80 degree sun made hitting the beach
ASAP seem like the logical thing
to do. Also, a 12-3 all-you-candrink special at the beach bar
mack the transition smoother.
After a short nap that evening
(we found we were monaD. about
half our group went to Senor Frog's
(you know, that means Mr. Frog's).
After we left theallnight dance
bar at 3:30 a.m., the venture was
across the street to the outdoor
bar/Mini-Mart. Luckily,theMexi -

As northerners. the only thing
you really hear about Mexico is
"Don'tdrink the water." You 're not
really sure how true this is, but it
sounds somewhat logical. And
once you get to Mexico, you're not
going to take any chances. The
paran01agoes from only drinking
bottled water to avoiding frUJts
and vegetables that might have
touched the frightening poison
that is Mexican agua.
Tonight was the much-anticipated Booze Cruise. Another allyou-can-drink special with a ton
of people. The onlydifferencewas
thisonefeatured a boat. And a wet
T-shirt contest.

Alternative to the typical spring break
Amy Palombo
Staff Reporter
Whilemanyof us may have
spent spring break walking the
sandy beaches of Cancun or
basking in the sun of Panama
City, 15 john Carroll students
weredoingcommunityservice
in West Virginia.
The mp, which was sponsored by Campus Ministry, began on Feb. 27 with a six hour
dnve to the Appalachian
Mountams. The students returned from West Virginia on
March 7.
john Carroll student Anne
Fildes was one of the 15 students who participated. The
students were accompanied by
Tasha Ferguson, for whom it
was the t h1rd year of participation,
The selection process was
rather involved and started
well before spring break.
"There were sign-up sheets at
the beginning of the semester
for anyone who was interested
in going. They had to fill out
an application and then interview with Tasha Ferguson,
who is Coordinator of Community Service," said Fildes.

In fact, the response was so
great, they were forced to narrow
down the applicants.
The students' home away from
home for the week was in the Appalachian town of B1g Ugly, West
Virginia. According to Fildes, the
main job of the volunteers was 10
work with a non-profit organization called Step-by-S tep.
Step-by-Step puts together a
vanety of after-school programs
for the students in Big Ugly. Carroll students had an opportunity
to participate in many projects
that would benefit the community. "We did a wide variety of
things during the day and then at
the end of the day we reflected on
the events that had occurred; said
Emily Shurilla, a Carroll junior,"\
think l personally made a good
chmce as to how to spend my
spring break."
"We tutored grade school kids
and helped coach the basketball
team," said Fildes. "We also did a
lot to help put together their library. We organized it, helped to
clean it up, and decorated it," she
added.
Many impressions about the
alternative spring break are that
the students go to these places to

'make a difference', butShurilla
had a different view about the
trip, "I think some students go
on this tripexpecting to change
things in the area, but it's surprising how much the area
changes you . The experiences
we take away are more than we
bring to the area, wh ich is a
great bonus," she said
The students also helped to
build a house and office that
would be used by a volunteer
stationed in Big Ugly. When
they left, three walls had been
built on the structure.
The Carroll volunteers also
spent time interacting with
students at area high schools,
"We talked tostudentsat a public high school in Big Ugly and
a Catholic high school in
Charleston about the whole
collegeexperience,"said Fildes.
"It was an awesome experience
and I would recommend it for
anyone who would be interested," Fildes added.
Nevertheless, the trip was
not all work and no play. According to Fildes, students had
a change to see the Appalacian
area and went on hikes during
their free time.

Aaron Baker
]1m Carrey really made you
think about the television-centered life that many people live in
"The Trum an Show." Matthew
McConaughey,andjenna Elfman
won't quite do the same for you in
Ron Howard's newest film ,"Ed TV"
The s1milarities between "The
Truman Show," and "EdTV" are
many, but make no mistake; these
are two very different films . "The
Truman Show" was a very dramatic film, with a few comic moments, despite having Carrey in
the starring role. "EdTV" is a very
comedic film, with a few serious,
dramatic moments.
What makes "EdTV" great is
that the plot could very well happen in the near future. Ed (Matthew McConaughey) is the stereotypical Gen-Xer. He works in a
video store in his late twenties, and
has no immediate prospects for
improving his life.
A cable network, True TV, decides that they're going to pick a

Monday

(Top) Sophomores Susie Kovass, Joelle Pantano and Katy Watts
on the beach outside our hotel, Vvilere the weather was outstanding. (Bottom) Junior Ann Marie Murphy worships the wonder
that is Mini-Mart, holding its most popular item, a 40 of Sol.
was unbelievable. It's tough to beat
a combination of Queen, Guns 'N'
Roses and Madonna. Especially
when it's mixed in with Corona,
Margarita and Pina Colada.

Wednesday

after midnight, not having to look
over your shoulder for the swinging keys or green police cars is
quite a relief .
One rule that is enforced,
strange! y enough , is Nofajes en Ia
playa - Don't hook up on the
beach. At least one in our group
found this out the hard way.
That rule seems somewh at
cont ra ry to everyth ing else that is
a part of Spring Break in Cancun.
But, hey, it's their country.
Our dining experience tonight
at Los Rancheros made me see the
difference between a true tourist
restaurant and your regular eatery. First, one of the girls with us
ordered wine. It came in a yard
glass.
Also. where else do waiters
come around and put sombreros
and furry masks on you while
pouring shots down your throat)
(A lthough I believe that happened
to me once at Mama's Boy during
pledging)
Anyway, Los Rancheros was a

My body hates me.
And 1don't blame it.
At some point, the combination of drinks all day, littl e sleep
and lack of any sort of nutri tion
catchesupwithyou. Andthatday
happened to me on the day that
my roommates and I were scheduled for a tour of some Mexican
ruins- at 10 a.m.
I can't even make classes that
early, much less roast in the sun
with the Hangover from Hell.
Anyway, the ruins were impressive to see, at least that's what
I was told later. Afterward, we
went to a ranch and played volleyball and soccer. It was good to
actually do so met hing active,
however my injury from the fall
on Sunday didn't really enjoy it.
The occasion for tonight was Mardi Gras,
held at Pat O'Brien's. The
premise is simple. You
wear beads. Other people
want beads. They do
something for you (or to
you) to get the beads. Boy
meets girl.
Everyone becomes
good looking for a night.
EveryoneknowsCancun
is a once in a lifetime experience. So shedding Juniors Scott Chmielowicz and Jon
your clothes- and your Powers in front of a Mexican ruin temple.
dignity- for a little plas- I'm sitting inside resting in the shade.
tic necklace obviously becomes a great time, because the workers
great idea.
actually seemed committed to
making sure every customer was
enjoying him or herself all the
just aren't many time. Plus, they had great pasta
rules in Cancun. Speed limits are (how funny is that statement?)
a joke. (You quickly learn to fear
for your life on the roller coasterI
turbo buses). Open containers
Our last day here. Take a wild
aren't just allowed, they're encour- guess how we spent it.
aged. (Why Waste)} And the
Cleveland weather even
drinking age becomes legal right screwed us in Cancun, as our 9
around your first shave.
a.m . flight Saturday morning was
This is a very nice break from delayed leaving by five hours. But
theJCU/UH/01 see ne we're used we all made it home alive.
to. Coming from a place that
l had a great time, guys. Let's
frowns on jaywalking and visitors start saving for next year.

~~~~J:,

Friday
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Howard's 'EdTV' claims own ground
Entertainment Editor

right on my tailbone , so I'm sure
I'm gomg to be wa lkmg around
like Rob Lowe at the end of
"Wayne's World."

Tuesday
You quickly learn what
propina means when you get to
Mexico. No service in Cancun is
complete without a tip jar to accompany it. Obviously, it can be
expected at the bar. l can even
accept a cup around the neck of
the whistle girls who try to pour
shots down your throat. They
seem tO be working pretty hard .
And besides, it probably sucks to
go through life being 4-foot-8.
But what gets me is the bathroom attendants at certain bars.
Theytry£orci.ngapapertowelancl
a breath min t on you while you're
just trying to have five seconds of
peace. l fe lt like Harvey Keitel in
that "Saturday Night L1ve" skit
where Kevin Nealon folds toilet
paper for him while he's on the
john.
Tonight brought Dady Rocks,
a name you could only get away
with in Cancun. The feature here
was that the decade of music
changed every hour. The 80's hour
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person to put on television 24
hours a day, seven days a week,
unedited. The only off-the-ca mera privacy that this person will
get is when they go to the restroom .
Ed, of course, is the person that is
picked for this escapade.
The show starts off slowly, but
eventually people stan to catch
on to it, and start watching it for
no apparent reason. A man in a
gay couple is shown watchingit in
his kitchen, and when his lover
asks him what helikesaboutit,all
he can say is, "I like it because,
because ... just let me watch it, ok?"
College students are shown
huddled by the dozens in their
dorm rooms, and husbands are
shown nagging their wives to stop
watching such a pointless show.
When it's anticipated that Ed will
have sex on a particular night, the
show gathers more ratings than
the Super Bowl.
All of this continues unril
people start to get hurt, family
members die, and moral decisions
must be made.

The moralny doesn't weigh
nearly as heavily in this f!lm as it
d1d in "The Truman Show," but it
still makes you think abou t that
television-centered life that so
many of us cllng to.
McConaughey does a great job
in the starring role. and Woody
Harrelson fits well in a smaller
roleashisbrother.lt'sagood th1ng
that their roles weren 't reversed ,
or this film would have suffered
from the possible blunder greatly
Going into the film , there was
some concern that McConaughey
wouldn't really fit the role of the
happy-go-lucky Ed, since the majority of his previous roles
('Amistad,'· A Time to Kill') were
serious, dramatic roles.
. Jenna Elf man.f rom television's
"Dharma and Greg," scored her
first highly visible role in "Ed TV"
as the former girlfriend of Ed's
brother, and current lover of Ed.
Elfman was at her best when the
role called for highly emotional Ed (Matthew McConaughey) and Jill (Elizabeth Hurley) work great
acting.
together in "EdTV."
Elfman is impressive considering that her acting career has "Ed TV" include Martin Landau ,
rarely gone outside the bounds of and Ellen DeGeneres, round mg
television. Recently, it's been in- out a very diverse cast.
Since "EdTV" was the second
creasingly difficult fora television
star to be well accepted on the big television fiction movie to come
out, all comparisons made are goscreen.
Sally Kirkland does a surpris- ing to relate to "The Truman Show."
ingly good job as Ed's hysterical As far as setting, cast and overall Directed by: Ron Howard
mother. Kirkland has previously mood of these two films go, they
won awards for her work in the are very different.
Starring: Matthew
What makes 'EdTV" just as
1987 dramatic film 'Anna,' from
McConaughey,
Jenna
which she also earned the Best good, if not better than , 'The
Elfman,
Woody
Harrelson,
Truman Show' is just how realisActress Oscar nomination.
Martin
Landau,
Sally
show
is
tic
it
is
This
television
Elizabeth Hurley comes across
well as one of Ed's temporary lov- somethi ng, that could actual ly Ktrktanc\, Ellen t:x' ,en 'f<::»,
ers, jill. Rob Reiner fits right in as hap n any ay now.
IIUI!lno•r r:~·ni.'q Hopper
A "WOrry that comes out of
the amoral television producex
Dennis Hopper is yet another "EdTV"isthatsomecablenetwork
well-known actor in 'Ed TV' in the will actually try to do so met hi ng Running Time: 115 minutes
role of Ed's negligent father. In a like this with somebody's life. In
surprise appearance, he fits in very the world we live in, it very well Grade: A
could happen. Let's all just hope
well.
in love on-screen in Ron Howard's
Other well-known faces in · that it doesn't

EdTV

Ed, and Shari (Jenna Elfman) fall
newest film, "EdTV."

'Lock, Stock... ' another great British film
Laura Ella
The British film "Lock, Stock
and Two Smoking Barrels," directed by Guy Ritchie, is a whirlwind tale of drugs, gambling and
stolen money. This Ska Films production paints a vivid picture of
modern day mafia thugs and low
life con-artists. Their power and
desperate attempts for survival
i ntertwice,c ul mina ting in to a surprising outcome.
The plot revolves around four
friends who are out to make a
quick buck. The leader of the pack,
Eddy(Nick Moran), and his fellow
hoodlums raise enough money to
enter a card game with the infamous porn king Harry "the
Hatchet" Lonsdale Eddy represents the four because he's the best
card player. Through no fault of
his own, he loses the game and
will lose more than just money if
he doesn't pay Harry back within
a week.
Henry naturally assumes that
Eddy will be unable to settle the
debt. In place of the money, he is
willing to accept Eddy's fathers'
bar as payment. Though J.D ..
played by Sting. is not willing to
give up his hard-earned business
to pay back a millionaire porn king
tor hisson's mistake. Eddy is hopelessly stuck in a predicament that
could cause him and his friends

several of their body pans.
This film and a slow and rather
confusing start, but as it picks up
speed, the film clarifies itself
through its intricate web of subplots. It begins to take shape and
move at a rapid pace back and
forth from the lives of Eddy and
his friends to other seemingly minor characters who prove to play
vital roles in the end .
Winston, Charles and Willy are
pothead drug dealers who aren't
exact! y the brightest bulbs in the
room. They grow "copious
amounts of ganJa"and have accumulated an enormous profit due
to their dealings. They are employed by Rory, a businessman,
whose motive is making money
and won't let anyone stand in his
way.
When the plan to rob these
potheads is overheard by Eddy and
the gang, they decide their problems are solved. They'll simply rob
the robbers, pay Harry back and
make a nice little profit in the process. What they don't plan on is
getting caught.
However. they're in luck because just as the robbers are getting ready to sabatoge Eddy's
apartment to get their hardearned stolen money back, Rory
arrives with his band of hitmen,
determined to get his money back.
Both groups assume the other's

each other until the end, when
there is a final confrontation of
wills. At times,theevents are quite
unbelievable though. their suspenseful nature keeps the viewer
hungry for more, waiting to see
what new twist this film will aspire to next.
"Lock, Stock and TwoSmokmg
Barrels," given rave reviews in Bntain, won several awards. The cinematography is outstanding, giving the emotions of the characters
a unique physical aspect.
The soundtrack is diverse one,
with music from james Brown to
the Stone Roses.
If you liked Trainspotting and
were a bigfanof Pulp Fiction, then
this is a great movie !O see. This
film isreminiscentofboth,though
it has a unique flavor of its own.

Lock, Stock and Two
Smoking Barrels
From left to right: Jason Flemyng, Jason Statham, Nick Moran and
Dexter Fletcher star in the Guy Ritchie film 'tock. Stock and Two
Smoking Barrels."
identity and their is an all out
bloodbath in Eddy's apartment.
However, Eddy and his friends
are elsewhere and the battle
occuring in their apartment is
unbeknownst to them. The stolen
money eventually finds its way

into Harry's lap. Through a freak
accident , the money changes
hands again and 1ts final resting
place is in the hands of a surprise
character.
This film's mainstay is its subplots and how they circle around

Directed by: Guy Ritchie

Starring: Nick Moran, Jason
Flemyng, Sting
Running Time: 120 minutes

Grade: A-
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HoW l SPfHr M'( SPRIH& VACArioH
By MARK BoL£K'(
I took a breakfromwveringtfte
BlueSt rcahs actionfora ween's vacation In Cancun. About IOO]CU
students were there Following is
the dallyJOLt rna tl kept while there,
(at lea't as best as I remember)

can police were there. Afterall, we
needed someone to take group pictures for us. I swear I spotted a
vendetta-ridden
Cleveland
Heights cop there, slightly out of
his JUrisdiCtion

Monday

';.~1ealsappears

Alternative to the typical spring break
Amy Palombo
Staff Reporter

Wh tie rna ny of us may have
spentspnng break walking the
sa ndy beaches of Cancun or
basking in the sun of Panama
City, 15 John Carroll students
weredoingcom rnunityservice
in West Virginia.
The tri p, whtch was sponsored by Campus Ministry, began on Feb. 27 wi th a six hour
drive to the Appalachian
Mountains. The students remrned from West Virginia on
March 7
John Carroll student Anne
Fildes was one of the 15 students who participated. The
students were accompanied by
Tasha Ferguson, for whom it
was the thtrd year of participa.tton.
The selection process was
rather involved and started
well before spring break.
"There were sign-up sheets at
the beginning of the semester
for anyone who was interested
in going. They had to fill out
an application and then interview with Tasha Ferguson,
who is Coordinator of Community Service," said Fildes.

In fact , the response was so
great, they were forced to narrow
down the applicants.
The students' home away from
horne for the week was in the Appalachian town of Big Ugly, West
Virgin ia. Accord ing to Fildes, the
main job of the volunteers was to
work with a non-profit organization called Step-by-Step.
Step-by·Step puts together a
variety of after -school programs
for the students in Big Ugly. Carroll students had an opportunity
ro partic ipate in many projects
that would benefit the community. "We did a wide variety of
things during the day and then at
the end of the day we reflected on
the events that had occurred," said
Emily Sh urilla, a Carroll junior, "l
think l personally made a good
choice as to how to spend my
spring break"
"We tutored grade school kids
and helped coach the basketball
team ," said Fildes. "We also did a
lot to help put together their library. We organized it, helped to
clean it up, and decorated it," she
added.
Many impressions about the
alternative spring break are that
the students go to these places to

'make a dtfference', butShurilla
had a diffe rent view about the
trip, "1 think some students go
on this tripexpecting to change
things in the area , but it's surprising how rn uc h the area
changes you. The experiences
we take away are more than we
bring to the area, which is a
grea t bonus," she said.
The students also helped to
build a house and office that
would be used by a volunteer
stationed in Big Ugly. When
they left, three walls had been
built on the structure.
The Carroll volunteers also
spent time interacting with
students at area high schools,
"We talked tostudentsata public high school in Big Ugly and
a Catholic high school in
Charleston about the whole
college experience," said Fildes.
"It was an awesome experience
and I would recommend it for
anyone who would be interested," Fildes added.
Nevertheless, the trip was
not all work and no play: According to Fildes, students had
a change. to see the Appa lacian
area and went on hikes during
their free time.
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Howard's 'EdTV' claims own ground
Aaron Baker

person to put on television 24
The morality doesn't weigh
hours a day, seven days a week, nearly as heavily in this fi lm as it
Jim Car rey real! y made you unedited The only off-th e-cam- d id in "The Truman Show," but it
thin k about the television-cen- era privacy th at this person will still makes you think about that
tered life that many people live in get is when they go to the restroom. television -cente red life that so
"The Truman Show." Matthew Ed, of course, is the person that is rna ny of us chng 10.
McCo naughey, and Jen na Elf man picked for this escapade.
McConaughey does a great job
won 't quite do the same for you in
The show starts off slowly, but in the starring role, and Woody
Ron Howard's newest film," Ed TV." event ually people start to catch Harrelson fits well in a smaller
The similarities between "The on to it, and stan watchmg 1t for role as his brother It's a good thing
Truman Show," and "EdTV" are no apparen t reason. A man in a that their roles weren't reversed,
many, but make no mistake; these gaycoupleisshown watching it in or this film would have suffered
are two very different films. "The his kachen, and when his lover from the possible blunder greatly.
Truman Show" was a very dra- asks him what he likes aboutit,all
Going into the film , there was
matic film , with a few comic mo- he can say is, "1 like it because, some concern that McConaughey
ments, despite having Carrey in because... just let me watch it, ok~" wouldn't really fit the role of the
the starring role. "EdTV" is a very
College students are shown happy-go-lucky Ed, since the macomedic film, with a few serious, huddled by the dozens in their jority of his previous roles
dorm rooms, and husbands are ('Amistad,"'A Time to Kill ') were
dramatic moments.
What makes "EdTV" great is shown nagging their wives to stop serious, dramatic roles.
that the plot could very well hap- watching such a pointless show. . Jenna Elf man ,from television's
pen in the near future. Ed (Mat- When it's anticipated that Ed will "Dharma and Greg," scored her
thew McConaughey) is the stereo- have sex on a particular night, the fi rst highly visible role in "Ed TV"
typical Gen-Xer. He works in a show gathers more ratings than as the former girlfriend of Ed's
video store in his latetwenties,and the Super Bowl.
brother, and current lover of Ed.
has no immediate prospects for
All of this continues until Elfman was at her best when the
people stan to get hurt, family role called for highly emotional
improving his life.
A cable network, True TV, de- members die, and moral decisions acting.
cides that they're going to pick a must be made.
Elfman is impressive considering that her acting career has
rarely gone outside the bounds of
television. Recently, it's been increasinglydifficult for a television
star to be well accepted on the big
screen.
Sally Kirkland does a surprisingly good job as Ed's hysterical
mother. Kirkland has previously
won awards for her work in the
1987 dramatic film 'Anna," from
which she also earned the Best
Actress Oscar nomination.
Elizabeth Hurley comes across
well as one of Ed's temporary lovers, jill. Rob Reiner fits right in as
the amoral television producer.
Dennis Hopper is yet another
well-known actor in 'Ed TV" in the
role of Ed's negligent father. In a
surprise appearance, he fits in very
Ed, and Shari (Jenna Elfman) fall in love on-screen in Ron Howard's well.
Other well-known faces in
newest film, ''EdTV."
Entertainment Editor

right on my tatlbone, so I'm sure
I'm going to be walking around
like Rob Lowe at the end of
"Wayne's World."

As northerners, the only thing
you really hear about Mexico is
in Cancun "Don't drink the water " You're not
We had a group disposal of our really sure how true th1s 1s, but it
Saturday
Everyone in the group was go- watches today. It's a conduct vio- sounds somewhat logical. And
ing through their own little war as lation to ask what time it is, unless once you get to Mexico, you're not
we got on our 6 a.m. flight to 1t is about rneetmg a happy hour. going to take any chances. The
Cancun While our bod1es ask us, It's such a great feeling to not have paranoia goes from onlydrinking
"Wha t the hell are you doing anything you have to do. Being the bottled water to avoiding fruits
awake at this time?", our minds stellar student that 1 am, I get and vegetables that might have
are in a state of excitement, trying stressed by the rigors of my ardu- touched the fr ighten ing poison
that is Mexican agua.
to fathom what we're about to ex- ous schedule. That's all a lie.
people
ask
us
what
the
When
Tonight was the much-anticiperience.
Our minds won We were flat best time in Cancun was, they pated Booze Cruise. Another allout jumpy the minute we stepped probably don't expect the answer you-can-d rink spedal with a ton
off our Transmeridian flight to be "The Mini Mart." That's of people. Theonlydifferencewas
(which 1thinkchangednameslast quickly becoming the case, this one featured a boat. And a wet
month. How shady.) We arrived though. lt'sli keTheErnporiurnin T-shirt come st.
at the hotel at II a.m. The 80 de- "Dazed and Coni used."
The plan to meet there at 8:00, Tuesday
gree sun made hitting the beach
You qui ckly learn what
ASAP seem like the logical thing have a drink and then go to the
to do. A !so, a l2-3 all-you-can- club turned into meet there, pol- propina means when you get to
drink special at the beach bar ish off rn ul tiple 40s and be i ncred- Mexico. No service in Cancun is
i bl yam used by a grasshopper that complete without a tip jar to acmack the transition smoother.
After a short nap that evening a local made out of a palm leaf. company it. Obvio usly, it can be
(we found we were mortal), about We called him Sancho. (The grass- expected at the bar. I can even
accept a cup around the neck of
half ourgroupwent to Senor Frog's hopper, not the local).
Around
midn
ight,
we
went
to
the whistle girls who try to pour
(you know, that mean s Mr. Frog's).
After we left the all night dance Coco Bongo. De.spiteall the people shots down your throat. They
bar at 3:30 a.m., th e venture was there, it was easier to find John seem to be working pretty hard .
across the street to the outdoor Carroll kids by fook ing fo r those And besides, it probably sucks to
bar /Mini-Mart Luckily, the Mexi- dancingontables.ltrnustbeallof go through life being 4-foot-8.
our experie nee at
But what gets me is the bathThe Bar.
room attendants at certain bars.
1 provided the They try £orcinga paper towel anci
entertainment for a brea th mi nt on you while you're
th e night by tak- just trying to have five seconds of
ing a five-foot fall peace. 1felt like Harvey Keitel in
off the table in a that "Saturday Night Live" skit
drunken stupor. A where Kevin Nealon folds toilet
number of people paper for him while he's on the
carne overto ask if john.
I was oka}', but I
Tonight brought Dady Rocks,
think their only a name you could only get away
--IIL...l-...J real concern was, with in Cancun . The feature here
Sophomores Anne Learned and Kat Supancic "Open space on the was that the decade of music
try to keep up with the crazy waiters at Los
table!" l landed changed every hour. The 80's hour
Rancheros.
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(Top) Sophomores Susie Kovass, Joelle Pantano and Katy Watts
on the beach outside our hotel, where the weather was out.
standing. (Bottom) Junior Ann Marie Murphy worships the wonder
that is Mini-Mart, holding its most popular item, a 40 of Sol.
was unbelievable. lt's tough to bea t
a combination of Queen, Guns 'N'
Roses and Madonna. Especially
when it's mixed in with Corona,
Margarita and Pina Colada.

Wednesday

af ter midnight, not having to look
over your shoulder for the sw inging keys or green police cars is
quite a relief.
One rule that is enforced,
strangely enough, is No fajes en la
playa - Don't hook up on the
beach. At least one in our group
found this out the hard way.
That rule seems somewhat
contrary to everything else that is
a part of Spring Break in Canc un.
But, hey, it's their country
Our dining experience tonight
at Los Rancheros made me see the
difference between a true tourist
restaurant and your regular eatery. Firs t, one of the girls with us
ordered wine. It carne in a yard
glass.
Al so, where else do wa ite rs
come around and put sombreros
and furry masks on you while
pouring shots down your throat?
(Although 1believe that happened
to me once at Marna's Boy during
pledging.)
Anyway, Los Rancheros was a

My body hates me.
And l don't blame it.
At some point, the combination of drinks all day, li ttle sleep
and lack of any sort of nutrition
catches up with you. And that day
happened to me on the day that
my room rna tes and I were sc heduled for a tour of some Mexican
ruins- at lO a.m.
I can't even make classes tha t
early, much less roast in the sun
wi th the Hangover£ rom Hell.
Anyway, the ruins were impressive to see, at least that's what
I was told later Afterward, we
went to a ranch and played volleyball and soccer. It was good to
actually do some thing active,
however my injury from the fall
on Sunday didn't really enjoy it.
The occasion for tonight was Mardi Gras,
held at Pat O'Brien's. The
premise is simple. You
wear beads. Other people
want beads. They do
something for you (or to
you) to getthe beads. Boy
meets girl.
Everyone becomes
good looking for a night.
Everyone knows Cancun
is a once in a lifetime experience. So shedding Juniors Scott Chmielowicz and Jon
your clothes - and your Powers in front of a Mexican ruin temple.
dignity- for a little plas- I'm sitting inside resting in the shade.
tic necklace obviously becomes a great time, because the workers
greatidea.
actually seemed committed to
making sure every customer was
enjoying him or herself all the
just aren't many time. Plus, they had great pasta
rules in Cancun. Speed limits are (how funny is that statement?)
a joke. (You quickly learn to fear
for your life on the roller coaster/
turbo buses). Open containers
Our last day here. Take a wild
aren't just allowed, they'reencour- guess how we spent it.
aged. (Why Waste?) And the
Cleveland weather even
drinking age becomes legal right screwed us in Cancun, as our 9
around your first shave.
a.m. flight Saturday morning was
This is a very nice break from delayed leaving by five hours. But
theJCU/UH/CHscenewe're used we all made it horne alive.
to. Corning from a place that
l had a great time, guys. Let's
frownsonjaywalkingand visitors start saving for next year.

T~~~lr
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Ed (Matthew McConaughey) and Jill (Elizabeth Hurley) work great
together in "EdTV."
"EdTV" include Martin Landau,
and Ellen DeGeneres, round1ng
out a very diverse cast.
Since "EdTV" was the second
television fiction movie to come
out, all comparisons made are going to relate to "The Truman Show."
As far as setting, cast and overall
mood of these two films go, they
are very different.
What makes "EdTV" just as
good, if not better than, "The
Truman Show' is just how realistic it is. This television show is
something that could actu:1\1y

hap n any day now
A worry that comes out of
"EdTV" is that some cable network
will actually try to do something
like this with somebody's life. In
the world we live in, it very well
could happen. Let's all just hope
that it doesn't.

EdTV
Directed by: Ron Howard
Starring: Matthew
McConaughey, Jenna
Elfman, Woody IIarrclson,
MaTtin Landau, SaUy
Kirkland, Ellen D •CcrwrPs,
Keiner.. Delmis' Hopper

Running Time: 115 minutes

Grade: A

'Lock, Stock... ' another great British film
Laura Ella

The British film "Lock, Stock
and Two Smoking Barrel s," directed by Guy Ritchie, is a whirlwind tale of drugs, gambling and
stolen money. This Ska Films production pa ints a vivid picture of
modern day mafia thugs and low
life con-artists. Their power and
desperate attempts for survival
intertwice,culminatingintoa surprising outcome.
The plot revolves around four
friends who are out to make a
quick buck. The leader of the pack,
Eddy(Nick Moran), and his fellow
hoodlums raise enough money to
enter a card game with the infamous porn king Harry "the
Hatchet" Lonsdale. Eddy represents the four because he's the best
card player. Through no fault of
his own, he loses the game and
will lose more than just money if
he doesn't pay Harry back within
a week.
Henry naturally assumes that
Eddy will be unable to settle the
debt. In place of the money, he is
willing to accept Eddy's fathers'
bar as payment. Though J.D.,
played by Sting, is not willing to
give up his hard-earned business
to pay back a millionaire porn king
tor his son's mistake. Eddy is hopelessly stuck in a predicament that
could cause him and his friends

several of their body parts.
This film and a slow and rather
confusing start, but as it picks up
speed , the film clarifies itself
through its intricate web of subplots. It begins to take shape and
move at a rapid pace back and
forth from the lives of Eddy and
his friends to other seemingly minor characters who prove to play
vital roles in the end.
Winston,Charles and Willy are
pothead drug dealers who aren't
exactly the brightest bulbs in the
room . They grow "copious
amounts of ganja" and have accumulated an enormous profit due
to their dealings. They are employed by Rory, a businessman,
whose motive is making money
and won'tlet anyone stand in his
way.
When the plan to rob these
potheadsisoverheard byEddyand
the gang, they decide their problems are solved They'll simply rob
the robbers, pay Harry back and
make a nice little profit in the process. What they don't plan on is
getting caught.
However, they're in luck because just as the robbers arc getting ready to sabatoge Eddy's
apartment to get their hardearned stolen money back, Rory
arrives with his band of hitrnen,
determined to get his money back.
Both groups assume the other's

each other until the end , when
there is a final confrontation of
wills. At times,the events are quite
unbelievable though, their suspenseful nature keeps the viewer
hungry for more, waiting to see
what new twtst this film will aspire to next.
"Lock, Stock and Two Smoking
Barrels," given rave reviews in Britain , won several awards The cinematography is outstandmg, giving the emotions of the characters
a unique physical aspect.
The soundtrack is diverse one,
with musiC from james Brown to
the Stone Roses.
lf you liked Trainspotting and
were a bigfanof Pulp Fiction, then
this is a great movie ~o see. This
filmisreminiscentofboth,though
it has a unique flavor of its own.

Lock, Stock and Two
Smoking Barrels
From left to right: Jason Flemyng, Jason Statham, Nick Moran and
Dexter Fletcher star in the Guy Ritchie film 'tock, Stock and Two
Smoking Barrels:
identity and their is an all out
bloodbath in Eddy's apartment.
However, Eddy and his friends
are elsewhere and the battle
occuring in their apartment is
unbeknownst to them. The stolen
money eventually finds its way

into Harry's lap. Through a freak
accident, the money changes
hands again and its final resting
place is in the hands of a surprise
character:
This film's mainstay is its subplots and how they circle around

Directed by: Guy Ritchie
Starring: Nick Moran, Jason

Flemyng,. Sting
Running Time: 120 minutes

Grade: A·
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Carrie returns without King in 'The Rage'
Katt Shea, director of "The Rage: Carrie 2," must have felt all alone without the direction of novelist
Stephen King, who wrote the original "Carrie" novel, and only one returning star from the original
"Carrie" film. The sequel is now in theaters, and just as the original film was, "Carrie 2" is directed
at a young high school, and college audience. "The Rage" also continues an extended series of horror
films directed at a younger audience, which started with Wes Craven's "Scream." As long as the
fina ncial success continues, so will the movies in the neglected horror genre.

The Carroll News is filling staff positions
for the 1999-2000 school year.

WE WA
WORLD NEWS EDITOR
ASST. WORLD NEWS EDITOR
FEATURES EDITOR
ASST. SPORTS EDITORS

T YOU.
ENTERTAINMENT EDlTOR
ASST. ENT. EDITOR
ASST. FEATURES EDITOR
EDITORIAL DIRECTOR

FORUM EDITOR
Amy Irving, left, reprises her role as Sue Snell, the only survivor of Carrie
White's rampage two decades before, who is now a counselor at
Rachel's (Emily Berg!) school.

New and Coming

ttractions

Emily Berg! stars as Rachel Lang, a teenager who possesses the secret gift of
telekinesis which enables her to move objects with her mind, in the supernatural
thriller, "The Rage: Carrie 2."

The Living End keeps
•t·on alive
Kevin Norsen

Opening Tomorrow:
"The 24 Hou r Wom an"
Raveno us"
"The King and I"
"True Crime"
"Lock, Stock and Two Smoking Barrels"
"Forces of Nature"
11

Tonight:
Silverchair, the Odeon, 8 p.m., $14.50
Promise Ring, Grog Shop, 10 p.m., $7
Paul Geremia, Wilbert's Bar and Grille, 9 p.m., $6
Attrition, Cult of the Psychic Fetus and the Azoic, Euclid Tavern,
9:30p.m., $8
Saturday:
Susan Tedeschi and Mary Cutrufello, the Odeon, 9 p.m., $13.50
in advance, $15 day of the show
Smoking Popes and Chris Carter, Grog Shop, 10 p.m., $6

The first single off the album.
Staff Reporter
"Prisoner of Society," sounds ve ry
The Living End IS a three-ptece much like early Sex Pistols matepunk band from down under. rial. Explosive and fast, it is a true
Formed in Melbourne, Australia punk song that has Cheney beltin L994, they are hardly an over- ing out lyrics, "Cuz I'm a brat, and
night success.
I talk back." Thts song keeps with
The band is made up of Chris the true spirit of punk music .
Cheney on vocals and guitar, Scott
The second song, "Growing Up
Owen on upright bass and vocals (Falling Down)" continues with
and Tiav Demsey on drums and the idea of uncontrolled youth .
vocals.
The particular theme in this song
These three have been touring is about the problems of growing
in thetr home country for over four up.
years and are currently supportThe Iynes are very similar to
ing The Off spring on a tour pro- any number of songs by the fel low
moting their album Amenca11a . punk band MxPx.
The Living End isalsoon the road
The rest of the album is filled
suppornng their own self-titled with some other great tunes, simidebut album
lar to those just mentioned. "MonThis album offers a very good day" is a song about a school shootcollection of punk, rockabi ll y and ing in Melbourne, and it is similar
pop.
to U2's "Sunday Bloody Sunday"

PHOTOGRAPHERS

COPY EDITORS

STAFF REPORTERS

AD REPRESENTATIVES

EACH OF THESE POSITIONS IS OPEN TO
STUDENTS OF ALL YEARS AT JOHN CARROLL.
ANYONE INTERESTED SHOULD COME TO AN OPEN
HOUSE AT THE CARROLL NEWS WEDNESDAY
NIGHT AT 7 P.M. WE'LL HAVE FREE FOOD AND YOU
CAN MEET THE FRIENDLY STAFF OF THE CN.
-

THEY'RE SO NICE THEY WON'T EVEN HAZE YOU.

FOR YOU.

Sunday:
Lauryn Hill and Outkast, C U Convocation Center, 7 p.m.,
$35.50 and $45.50
Jimmy Eat World, Sensefield and TenderBlindspot, Euclid
Tavern, 9:30p.m., $7

-

ow in Stores:
Howie B, "Snatch"
B•Witched, "B•Witched"
Beausoleil, "CaJum.z.ation"
Jeff Beck, "Who Else!"
Buck-0-Nine, "Libido"
Deep Purple, "Shades (1 %8-1998)," boxed set
Dropkick Murphys, 'The Gang's All Here"
Joey Mcintyre, "Stay the Same··
Tom Russell, 'The Man From God Know Where"
Silverchair, "Neon Ballroom"

"Trapped" has a great groove to
it, and offers up an excellent ska
rhythm towards the end.
The lyrics of "Titled Strange"
tell the story of a person who realizes that they are different from
the crowd, and the strange looks
they encounter. This IS very Similar to the experiences of a person
who doesn't quite fit in with the
rest of the john Carroll student
body.
ln general, this album is very
enjoyable. The Living End has a
lot to offer.
There is a good mix of
rockabi ll y,sim ilar to the Stray Cats
and Royal Crown Review Then
they hit you with in-your-face
punk, mirroring Blink-182.
Th is band has a lot of talent
and potential. This is great for
those of you into vintage punk.

PHOTO EDITORS

AIDUIYOU.
FOR MORE INFO.,
CALL 397-4398
The Living End

ENTERTAINMENT
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Carrie returns without King in 'The Rage'
Katt Shea, director of "The Rage: Carrie 2," must have felt all alone without the direction of novelist
Stephen King, who wrote the original "Carrie" novel, and only one returning star from the original
"Carrie" film. The sequel is now in theaters, and just as the original film was, "Carrie 2" is directed
at a young high school, and college a ud ience. "The Rage" a lso continues an extended series of horror
films directed at a younger aud ience, which started with Wes Craven's "Scream." As lo ng as the
financial success continues, so will the movies in the neglected horror gen r e.

The Carroll News is filling staff positions
for the 1999-2000 school year.

WE WANT YOU.
WORLD NEWS EDITOR
ASST. WORLD NEWS EDITOR
FEATURES EDITOR
ASST. SPORTS EDITORS

ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
ASST. ENT. EDITOR
ASST. FEATURES EDITOR
EDITORIAL DIRECTOR

FORUM EDITOR
Amy Irving, left, reprises her role as Sue Snell, the only survivor of Carrie
White's rampage two decades before, who is now a counselor at
Rachel's (Emily Berg!) school.

New and Coming

tractions

Emily Berg I stars as Rachel Lang, a teenager who possesses the secret gift of
telekinesis which enables her to move objects with her mind, in the supernatural
thriller, "The Rage: Carrie 2."

The Living End keeps
_.·t·
. on alive
Kevin Norsen

Opening Tomorrow:
"The 24 Hour Woman"
" Rave nous ..
"The King and I"
"True Crime"
"Lock, St ock and Two Smokin g Barre ls"
"Forces of Nature"

Tonight:
Silverchair, the Odeon, 8 p.m., $14.50
Promise Ring, Grog Shop, 10 p.m., $7
Paul Geremia, Wilbert's Bar and Grille, 9 p.m., $6
Attrition, Cult of the Psychic Fetus and the Azoic, Euclid Tavern,
9:30p.m., $8
Saturday:
Susan Tedeschi and Mary Cutrufello, the Odeon, 9 p.m., $13.50
m advance, $15 day of the show
Smoking Popes and Chris Carter, Grog Shop, 10 p.m., $6

Staff Reporter
The Living End is a three-piece
punk band from down under.
Formed in Melbourne, Australia
in 1994, they are hardly an overnight success.
The band is made up of Chris
Cheney on vocals and guitar,Scott
Owen on upright bass and vocals
and Tiav Demsey on drums and
vocals.
These three have been touring
in their home country foroverfour
years and are currently supporting The Offspring on a tour promoting their album Americana.
The Living End is also on the road
supporung their own self-mled
debut album.
This album offers a very good
collection of punk, rockab11lyand
pop.

"Trapped" has a great groove to
it, and offers up an excellent ska
rhythm towards the end.
The lyrics of "Titled Strange"
tell the story of a person who realizes that they are different from
the crowd, and the strange looks
they encoumer. Th is ts very similar to the experiences of a person
who doesn't quite fit in with the
rest of the John Carroll student

body.
In general, this album is very
enjoyable. The Living End has a
lot to offer.
There is a good mix of
rockabill y,simi lar to the Stray Cats
and Royal Crown Review. Then
they hi t you with in-your-face
punk, mirroring Blink-182.
This band has a lot of talent
and potentiaL Th1s is great for
those of you into vintage punk.

PHOTOGRAPHERS

COPY EDITORS

STAFF REPORTERS

AD REPRESENTATIVES

EACH OF THESE POSITIONS IS OPEN TO
STUDENTS OF ALL YEARS AT JOHN CARROLL.
ANYONE INTERESTED SHOULD COME TO AN OPEN
HOUSE AT THE CARROLL NEWS WEDNESDAY
NIGHT AT 7P.M. WE'LLHAVEFREEFOODAND YOU
CAN MEET THE FRIENDLY STAFF OF THE CN.
THEY'RE SO NICE THEY WON'T EVEN HAZE YOU.

FOR YOU.

Sunday:
Lauryn Hill and Outkast, CSU Convocation Center, 7 p.m.,
$35.50 and $45.50
Jimmy Eat World, Sensefield and Tender Blinds pot, Euclid
Tavern, 9:30p.m., $7

-

N ow in Stores:
Howie B, "Snatch"
B•Witched, "B•Witched"
Beausoleil, "Cajuni7-<~lion"
Jeff Beck, "Who Else'"
Buck-0-Nine, "Libido"
Deep Purple, "Shades (1968-1998)," boxed set
Dropkick Murphys, 'The Gang's All Here"
Joey Mcintyre, 'Stay the Same"
Tom Russell, 'The Man From God Knows Where"
Silverchair, "Neon Ballroom"

The first single off the album,
"Prisoner of Society," sounds ve r y
much like early Sex Pistols material. Explosive and fast, it is a true
punk song that has Cheney belttng out Iynes, "Cuz l'm a brat, and
I talk back." This song keeps with
the true spirit of punk music.
The second song, "Growing Up
(Falling Down)" continues with
the idea of uncontrolled youth.
The particular theme in this song
1s about the problems of growing
up.
The lyrics are very similar to
any number of songs by thefellow
punk band MxPx.
The rest of the al bum 1s filled
with some other great tunes, similar tot hose just mentioned. "Monday" is a song about a school shooting in Melbourne, and It is similar
to U2's "Sunday Bloody Sunday"

PHOTO EDITORS

AIDlffYOU.
FOR MORE INFO.,
CALL 397-4398
The Living End

-
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JOB FAIR

Volkmann
a]CU asset

CAREERS FOR SOCIAL RESPONSI/JILITY
"EXPLORE CAREER OPPORTVNITIES FOR SVMMER AND BEYOND"

Monday, Mareh 22
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Reeplex Intramural Gymnasium
More than 70 employers:

Career opportunites include:
•Summer
• Internship
• Volunteer
• Entry level
• Graduate internship
• Master•s degree
• Alumni

•Government agencies
• Human Serviqe
• Healthcare
• Museums
• Environmental

Agencies attending include:
he A. .D. Center
A.M. McGregor Retirement Community
American Cancer Society
AMERlCORPS/NEOCH
Batterers Intervention Program
BellefaireJCB
Benjamin Rose Institute
Berea Children's Home&: Family Services
Boys Hope/Girls Hope
Breckenridge Village
Camp Cheerful
Catholic Charity Services- Parmadale
The Center for Creative Learning&: Summit
Academy
Center for Families &:Children/Rap Art Program
Center for Prevention of Domestic Violence
Centerville Mills YMCA Camp
Cityof Akron
City of Cleveland, Prosecutor's Office
City of Cleveland Heights - Student Services
City Year Cleveland
The Clean Year Conservancy
Cleveland Police Department
Cleveland Police Historical Society, Inc.&: Museum
Clevdand Sight Center

The Covenant Dual- Diagnosis Treatment Center
Cuyahoga County Department of Children and
Family Services

Cuyahoga County Board of Health

-

Cuyahoga Valley Environmental Education Center
Dungarvin Ohio, Inc.
The Earth Day Coalition
East Side Veterans Outreach Center (Vet Center)
English Nanny&: Governess School
Fairhill Center for Aging
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBO
The Free Clinic of Greater Cleveland
Friendly Inn Settlement
Frontier Day Camp
Goodrich - Gannett Neighborhood Center
Great Lakes Residential Services
Hattie Larlham Foundation
The Health Museum of Cleveland
Heights Youth Center
Hospice of Cleveland Clinic
Jesuit Volunteer Clinic
John Carroll Counseling Center .
John Carroll Counseling & Human Services Program
John Carroll University Graduate Program
Lutheran Metropolitan Ministry
Mandel School of Applied Social Services

Marine Officer Programs
Maxine Goodman Levin College of Urban Affairs
Cleveland State University
Menorah Park Center for the Aging
Michael's House
Midtown Cleveland (formerly Midtown Corridor)
National Multiple Sclerosis Society
New Directions
New Life Community
Ohio Citizen Action
Project An- The Cleveland Municipal School District
Project Learn
Shaker Heights Police Department
Social Security Administration
Steamship William G. Mather Museum
Stillwater Associates, Inc.
Templum
Towards Employment
US. Customs Service
US. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics
US. Department of Veterans Affairs- Regional Office
University Hospitals of Qeveland
Ursuline College Art Therapy Department
Warrensville Developmental Center
YMCA of Greater Cleveland

DON'T MISS THIS CARBBR FAIR
ALL STUDBNTS WBLCOMB
BUSIN1:SS/ DR1:SSY CASUAL ATTIR:t;:
RESUMJ1S OPTIONAL
Sponsored by JClJ Student Career Development Center
For more information call (216) 397-4237

Brian Murphy
Managing Edi t or

Rich Eslich just became the secCould 11 be done agam1 Tha t
ond wrestler in John Carroll hiswas
the quesnon the j ohn Ca rroll
tor y to post a perfect record for a
me
n's
baske tball team faced enseason. The ocher 1s current head
te
ring
the 1998-99 season.
coach Kerry Volkman n, who went
Th e Bl ue St reaks answered
ll -0 In 1967wnh a resounding "Yes," as they
68
made an unexpec ted mp to the
How f itEli te Eigh t of the NCAA DtvisiOn
ting. After all ,
Ill tournament for the second
Volkm a nn
straight year before being elimimay just be the
nated by host Hampden-Sydney,
most perfect
68 -51, in Virginia Saturday night.
wrestling
JCU saw HSC connect on 10
coach
JCU
three-pointers in the South-Great
MarkBoleky could have.
Lakes sec tional final. JCU just
Commentary
Let's get
trailed,24-23, late in the first half .
right to the
But HSC scored the final eight
pomt: the guy wins. The Streaks
points
of the half and controlled
placed fi fth in the nation this year,
the
second
half.
their second straight top-five fin"I
thought
thetr superior depth
ish. He has coached 36 All Ameristarted
to show," JCU head coach
cans and, in 12 years, his all-time
Mike Moran said_ "The problem
record ... all right, I'll stop there.
was that we got a little nred. You
You get my drift.
A lot of coaches can win, but have to remain sharp for the entire
look at the consistency game to beat a team like that.
"They started to establish an
Volkmann's teams have maintained . Every yean he Blue Streaks
have been in theOAC, they've had
a top three finish, including a
championship five times.
Yearinand yearout,Volkmann
gets the most ouc of his wrestlers.
They want to win for him. How
much does he have to do with the
wrestling team's prowess?
Final record: 23-7
"A I most lOO percent," said seOAC place: Second (14-4)
nior Mike Stull, a national qualiLeading scorers: Mark Heidorf
fieratl74pounds. "We don't bnng
(19.6), Dan Coxon (16.4)
more talent than other teams [at
j ohn Ca rrol l] bring."
Yet th e wresd ingteam iscl earl y
che mostsuccessf uljCU squad this
decade. The secret?
"lt's a unique situation. l don't
think it's the talent of all of us as Matt Rayl
much as the joy of wrestling for a Assistant Sports Editor
coach like Volkmann," Stull satd.
When the current senior class
Stull probably isn'tgivmg him- entered che john Carroll Univerself or his teammates enough sity wrestling program four years
credit, but you see how eager chey ago, thosefreshmencould not have
are to send kudos Volkmann's way. imagined the success awaiting
The wrestlers see how much them. Now,afterconsecutiveOhio
Volkmann truly cares about his Athletic Conference championathletes. off che mac as much as on ships and top five finishes ac the
it . A number of wrestlers came to National Collegiate Athletic AsJCU with little focus towards sociation Division Ill Nationa Is,
much of anything, but Volkmann hard work and dedication has
takes an interest in them as a per- transformed dreams and aspirason, noL just as a wrestler.
tions into reality.
The kids realize this, and want
to stick with their coach and their
team . And this is another reason
the Blue Streaks experience such
success every year.
Mark Boleky
The wrestlers actually stay on
Sports Editor
the team. This may not seem like
To say Carrie Scherger just
such a big deal at first, bur rake a
barely made All-America stalook around. Just about every team
tus for the second year in a row
atJCU loses most of their athletes
would be quite an understateby the time they are seniors.
ment. Nevertheless, she has the
How sad is a senior night with
length of her finger to thank.
one honored The number of fourScherger, a John Carroll
year players a team has says somesophomore swimmer, made
thing about the coach. The wresthe finalcutof the preliminartling ream had 10.
ies of the NCAA Division Ill
There's no secret there are a lot
Women'sSwimming&Diving
of athletes here who don't like
Championships in the 200
their coach. They play in spite of
Free by .01 seconds. She edged
him or her. A big part of the reaKelly Lotts of Denison to seson wrestlers stay is because of
cure the eighth and final spot
Volkmann.
into the finals. In the final
And on an individual basis,
round, she placed eighth with
Volkmann is one of the friendlia time of 1:57.13.
est, down to earth coaches I and
"l knew it would be close,
all of The CN reporters have ever
just like every race is close at
dealt with. He is a pleasure to inchat meet," Scherger said. 1At
terview, because he talks with you,
the end.] all you do is put ~ur
not to you.
head down and don't breathe.
Volkmann is an asset JCU is
But I didn't think 1got it."
lucky to have. The wrestling proShe got it, and took advangramwillcontinuetoexcelaslong
tage, as did teammate
as this former Streak is at the helm.

men•s hoops

instd e game We made an adjustmenttorotatedown They pushed
the ball out ide to kids who got
the ba kets. They nail ed those"
JC a !so faced a dec tswcly hostile home crowd, as only a hand
ful of players' parents and thcj CU
pep band JOU rneyed south
"It was a fu n ex penence " sa td
semor Mark Heidorf, whofmtshed
with a team -high 17 points despit e
bemg hindered by a sore knee and
ankle. "It's kind of unfair to play
such an important game at thetr
place. It would be nice to play at a
neutral site, so it's a more level
field."
A tough, physical HSC defense
also hounded JCU all night Senior Dan Coxon, who averaged
better than 20points in the three
previous tournament games, had
on! y nine on 4-of -8shooting Junior point guard Luke Dautovic
deale with constant pressure from
defenders.
The Blue Streaks won three
tournament games to reach the
Elite Eight. The streak began with
agritty68-62 vic tory over Allegheny at the Don Shula Sports Center.
JCU then defeated Great Lakes
region top-seed and Ohio A thleric
Conference champion Ohio
Northern in overtime, 88-83. It
was the first victory for JCU in 12
trips to Ada since joining the OAC
for the 1989-90 season.
The triumph sent JCU to Vtrginia, where it hammered Mississippi College, 78-57, Friday night

11

Dan Coxon's shooting netted him second team AII-OAC honors
this year. Fellow senior Mark Heidorf was a first team selection.
behtnd a brutsmg defensive effort
and2lpoints fromCoxon. Heidorf
chipped in 17 and Dautovic 12 for
the Blue Streaks, who fell to HSC
the following night.
"lt was amazing." smd Heidorf
of this recently completed season.
"We had a lot of question marks.
Every year you have a lot of question marks. Each year you think
you'll never be able to repeat It
was the same this year. Not many
people believed we could do what
we did .
"That's a credi t to the coaching
staff and program as a whole."
jCU completes the ledger wnh
a 23-7 record, the most victories in
a single season in school htstory.

and loses JUSt twosemorsfrom this
year's roster in He1dorf and Coxon
Both leave havmg played in four
consecutive NCAA tournaments
Hc1dorf also departs as the school
record holder for care r games
played with 112
"ObviOus! y, our strength was
our semors, but we didn 't wm 23
games w1th two people ," satd
Moran.
"We've created a program that
ts very competinve and the ktds
realize that," he added "They'll
have to work their tails off to become pnme players."
Because that ubtqunous question will ari se once agam m November an 1t be done agam)

Eslich eads wrest ers to
At the completion of their
freshmen season, chis stellar class
of collegiate wreslters found itself
ranked 32nd in the nation. That
was only the precursor to greater
things, however, as the Blue Streaks
steadilyclimbed the steps to wrestling prominence.
Adhering to the idea that team
successisoftensynonymouswith
individual achievement, the Blue
Streaks have been the rule, rather
than exception. The final tournament of the season produced one
nationalcha mpionship, three All-

All-Americans in the water
Stephanie Turner, who dove to
honorable mention AllAmerica status in che 1- and 3meter events.
The freshman was ninth in
the 3-merer with a score of
391.0, which just missed making the final cut by .30 points.
She was 14th in the l-meter.
Turner was the OAC champion in both events.
Scherger and Turner's efforrsallowedJCUtofinish29th
as a team, seven places higher
than last year.
While this was the first
Championships for Turner,
Scherger earned All-America
honors with a sixth-place finish last year in the 200 Free.
And the sophomore jitters
hitSchergera bit, but she swam
through them. 'I was nervous
more this year,' she said. 'It
was easier last year, because
everything was new and exciting. This year I was just concerned with repeating.'

America selections, and a fifth
place finish out of 65 schools.
A season full of record-breaking accomplishments and hardfought matches culminated in the
first national championsh ip by a
Blue Streak wrestler since Mike
Gillmor in 1992.
Senior heavyweight Rich
Eslich completed an undefeated
season by capturing the title in vintage form. After brutalizing opponents all year long, his 5-0 victory over Mike Bucci of Con land
State gave Eslich a record of 25-0
for the season.
According to Eslich and JCU
head coach Kerry Volkmann, the
wrestler's most important match
on the way to the championship
came in the semifinals against
Pacific's Brian Springberg,a former
National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics champion. The
hard-fought 4-2 struggle vaulted
Eslich into the finals.
"I d tdn't know who he
[Springbergl was going into che
match, having never faced him
before," Eslich, a two-time All
American, said. Pacific entered
Division Ill at the beginning of
the season. "Hewrestled inaslmilar style to me, which always
makes it difficult.
"I was more worked up than in
any other match. 1 would have
been upset not to make the finals.
lt'sfunny, but I felt more relaxed in
the finals. I believed I would be
able to win. Coach and I thought I
had already faced my toughest
competition."
Ironically, the only other Blue
Streak to go through an entire season undefeated is Volkmann himself, who posted an 11-0 mark in

wrestling

~-

Finalrecord:l8-3-2
NCAA place: Ftfth
All-Americans: R1ch Esltch
(No. l hvy.);Jim AyersOrd184);Justin Kerr(8th -197)
1967-68.
"We had a solid tournament
overall," Volkmann said. But thepinnacle oft he weekend was definitely Rich's championship."
Volkmann acknowledged the
team felt somed1sappoin em en t by
not meeting their goal of a top
three finish . This pursuit of excellence only further illustrates the
growth of the program into anational power over the last several
years.
In addinon to Eshch's national
title, fellow seniorsj1m Ayers and
Justin Kerr concluded great individual careers. Ayers, a two-time
All-America selection, placed
third at 184 pounds.
"jim reallyshowedasteadyprogressionof improvement from the
day he entered the program to the
day he left," Volkmann said.
Kerr, whose 106 wins places
him third on theJCU all-time list,
becameonlytheninth wrestler in
the program tobeathree-time AllAmerica selection. He ended the
season 25-7, budell victim to the
seeding process.
Overall, six Blue Streaks qualified for nationals. Senior Shane
Mignogna claimed his firstOAC
title, surrendering only one point
during the OAC Championships.
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JOB FAIR

Volkmann
a]CU asset

CAREERS FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIJJILITY
"EXPLORE CAREER OPPORTIJNITIES FOR SliMMER AND BEYOND"

Monday, March 22
7:00- 9:00p.m.
Recplex Intramural Gymnasium
More than 70 employers:

Career opportunites include:
•Summer
• Internship
• Volunteer
• Entry level
• Graduate internship
• Master•s degree
• Alumni

•Government agencies
• Human ServiQ·e
• Healthcare
• Museums
• En vi ron mental

Agencies attending include:

•

The A .D. Center
A.M. McGregor Retirement Community
American Cancer Society
AMERlCORPS/NEOCH
Batterers Intervention Program
BellcfairejCB
Benjamin Rose Institute
Berea Children's Home&: Family Services
Boys HolX/Girls HolX
Breckenridge Village
Camp Cheerful
Catholic Charity Services- Parmadale
The Center for Creative Learning&: Summit
Academy
Center for Families &:Children/Rap An Program
Center for Prevention of Domestic Violence
Centerville Mills YMCA Camp
Cityof Akron
City of Cleveland, Prosecutor's Office
City of Cleveland Heights- Student Services
City Year Cleveland
The Clean Year Conservancy
Cleveland Police Department
Cleveland Police Historical Society, Inc.&: Museum
Cleveland Sight Center

The Covenant Dual- Diagnosis Treatment Center
Cuyahoga County Depanment of Children and
Family Services

Cuyahoga County Board of Health

-

Cuyahoga Valley Environmental Education Center
Dungarvin Ohio, Inc.
The Earth Day Coalition
East Side Veterans Outreach Center (Vet Center)
English Nanny&: Governess School
Fairhill Center for Aging
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBO
The Free Clinic of Greater Cleveland
Friendly Inn Settlement
Frontier Day Camp
Goodrich- Gannett Neighborhood Center
Great Lakes Residential Services
Hattie Larlham Foundation
The Health Museum of Cleveland
Heights Youth Center
Hospice of Cleveland Clinic
jesuit Volunteer Clinic
john Carroll Counseling Center .
john Carroll Counseling&: Human Services Program
John Carroll University Graduate Program
Lutheran Metropolitan Ministry
Mandel School of Applied Social Services

11

Marine Officer Programs
Maxine Goodman Levin College of Urban Affairs
Cleveland State University
Menorah Park Center for the Aging
Michael's House
Midtown Cleveland (formerly Midtown Corridor)
National Multiple Sclerosis Society
New Directions
New Life Community
Ohio Citizen Action
Project Art- The Cleveland Municipal School Distric
Project Learn
Shaker Heights Police Department
Social Security Administration
Steamship William G. Mather Museum
Stillwater Associates, Inc.
Templum
Towards Employment
U.S. Customs Service
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs- Regional Office
University Hospitals of Cleveland
Ursuline College Art Therapy Department
Warrensville Developmental Center
YMCA of Greater Cleveland

DON'T MISS THIS CARBBR FAIR
ALL STUDBNTS WBLCO MB
BUSINESS/ DRESSY CASUAL ATTIRE
RESUMES OPTIONAL
career Development Center
For more lnfonnatlon call (216) 397-4237

Sponsored by ..lCU Student

'

Rich Eslich JUst became the second wrestler in John Carroll history to post a perfect record for a
season. The other is c urrent head
coach Ker ry Volkm ann, whowem
ll -0 I n 196768.
How f it tmg. After all,
Volkm a nn
may JUSt be the
most perfect
wrestling
coach
JCU
could have.
Let's get
right to the
point: th e gu y wins. The Streaks
placed fi ft h in the nation this year,
their second straight top-five finish. He has coached 36All Americans and, in 12 years, his all-time
record ... all right, I'll stop there .
You get my drift .
A lot of coaches can win, but
look at
the consistency
Volkmann's teams have maintained . EveryyeartheBlueStreaks
have been in the OAC, they've had
a top three finish, including a
championship five times.
Yearinand yearout,Volkmann
gets the most out of his wrestlers.
They want to win for him. How
much does he have to do with the
wrestling team's prowess?
"A Imost LOO percent," said senior Mike Stull, a national qualifierat 174 pounds. "We don't bring
more talent than other teams [at
John Ca rroll] bnng."
Yet the wrestli ng team isclearl y
the mostsuccessfuljCUsquad this
decade. The secret?
"It's a umque situation I don't
think it's the talent of all of us as
muc h as the joy of wrestling for a
coach like Volkmann," Stull said.
Stull probably isn't giving himself or his teammates enough
credit, but you see how eager they
are to send kudos Volkmann's way.
The wrestlers see how much
Volkmann truly cares about his
a thletes, off the mat as much as on
it. A numberofwrestlerscameto
JCU with little focus towards
much of anything, but Volkmann
takes an interest in them as a person, not just as a wrestler.
The kids realize th is, and want
to stick with their coach and their
team. And this is another reason
the Blue Streaks experience such
success every year.
The wrestlers actually stay on
the team. This may not seem like
such a big deal at first, but take a
look around .just about every team
atJCU loses most of their athletes
by the time they are seniors.
How sad is a senior night with
one honoree? Thenumberof fouryear players a team hassayssomet hing about the coach. The wrestling team had LO.
There's no secret there are a lot
of athletes here who don't like
their coach. They play in spite of
him or her. A big pan of the reason wrestlers stay is because of
Volkmann.
And on an individual basis,
Volkmann is one of the friendliest, down to eanh coaches I and
all of The CN reporters have ever
dealt with. He is a pleasure to interview, because he talks with you,
not to you.
Volkmann is an asset JCU is
lucky to have. The wrestling programwillcontinuetoexcelaslong
as this former Streak is at the helm .

Brian Murphy
Managing Edit or

Cou ld ll be done again7 That
was the question th e j ohn Carroll
men's basketba ll tea m faced enter ing the 1998-99 season
Th e Blue Strea ks answered
with a resounding "Yes," as they
made an unexpec ted tnp to the
Elne Eight of the CAA Dtvision
Ill tournament for the second
straight year before being elimi nated by host Hampden-Sydney,
68-51, in Virginia Saturday night.
jCU saw HSC connect on lO
three-pointers 111 the South-Great
Lakes sectional final. JCU just
trailed,24-23, late in the first half
But HSC scored the final eight
points of the half and controlled
the second half.
"I thought their supenor depth
starred to show," JCU head coach
Mike Moran said. "The problem
was that we got a little tired . You
have to remamsharpfor the entire
game to beat a team like that.
"They started to establish an

men's hoops

Finalrecord:23-7
OAC place: Second (\4-4)
Leadingscorers:Mark Heidorf
(19.6), Dan Coxon (16.4)

ms1de game We m ade an adj ustment to rotate down They pushed
the ball outside to kids wh o got
the baskets. They nalled those"
JCU a !so faced a dec1s1 vcly hosHie home crowd , as only a hand! ul of players' parents and thejCU
pep band purneyed south
"It was a fun expenence," sa 1d
semor Mark He1dorf,whofi mshed
with a team-hrgh 17 pointsdespr te
being hindered by a sore knee and
ankle. "It's kmd of unfair to play
such an important game at their
place. It would be nice to play at a
neutral site, so it's a more level
field."
A tough, physical HSC defense
also hounded jCU all night. Senior Dan Coxon , who averaged
better than 20 points m the three
previous tournament games, had
only nine on 4-of -Bshooting junior point guard Luke Dautov1c
de a It with constant pressure from
defenders.
The Blue Streaks won three
tournament games to reach the
Elite Eight. The streak began with
a gritty68-62 victory over Allegheny at the Don Shula Sports Center.
JCU then defeated Great Lakes
region top-seed and Ohio Athletic
Conference champion Ohio
Northern in overtime, 88-83. lt
was the first victory for JCU in 12
trips to Ada since joining theOAC
for the 1989-90 season.
The triumph sent ]CU to Virginia, where it hammered Mississippi College, 78-57, Friday mght

Dan Coxon's shooting netted him second team Ali-OAC honors
this year. Fellow senior Mark Heidorf was a first team selection.
behmd a bruising defensive effort
and 21 points from Coxon Heidorf
chipped in 17 and Dautovic 12 for
the Blue Streaks, wh o fell to HSC
the following night.
"It was amazing." sa1d Heidorf
of this recent! y completed season.
"We had a lot of question marks.
Every year you have a lot of question marks. Each year you t htn k
you'll never be able to repeat. It
was the same this year. Not many
people beheved we could do what
we did.
'That's a credu to the coaching
staff and program as a whole."
JCU completes the ledger wnh
a 23-7 record, the most victories in
a single season in school history,

and loses JUSt twosentors from thts
year's rostermHetdorf and Coxon
Both leave havtng played in four
consecutive NCAA tournaments
Hetdorf also departs as the school
record holder for career games
played with 112.
"Obv10usly, our strength was
our semors, but we didn't wm 23
games wnh two people ," said
Moran
"We've created a program that
is very competitive and the ktds
realize that," he added . "They'll
have to work their ra i1 off to become pnme players "
Because that ub1qunou quesuon w11l an e once agam m November Can It be done aga m7

Eslich eads wrest ers to
Matt Rayl
Assistant Sports Editor

When the current senior class
entered the john Carroll University wrestling program four years
ago, those fresh men could not have
imagined the success awaiting
them. Now, after consecutive Ohio
Athletic Conference championships and top five finishes at the
National Collegiate Athletic Association Division ll1 Nationals,
hard work and dedication has
transformed dreams and aspirations into reality.

At the completion of their
freshmen season, this stellar class
of collegiate wreslters found itself
ranked 32nd in the nation . That
was only the precursor to greater
things, however, as the Blue Streaks
steadily dim bed the steps to wrestling prominence.
Adhering to the idea that team
success is of ten synonymous with
individual achievement, the Blue
Streaks have been the rule, rather
than exception The final tournament of the season produced one
nationalchampionship,threeAll-

All-Americans in the water
Mark Boleky
Sports Editor

To say Carrie Scherger just
barely made All-America status for the second year in a row
would be quite an understatement. Nevertheless, she has the
length of her finger to thank.
Scherger, a john Carroll
sophomore swimmer, made
the final cut of the preliminaries of the NCAA Division 111
Women'sSwimming&:Diving
Championships in the 200
Free by .01 seconds. She edged
Kelly Lotts of Denison to secure the eighth and final spot
into the finals. In the final
round, she placed eighth with
a time of 1:57.13.
"I knew it would be close,
just like every race is close at
that meet," Scherger said. 1At
the end,! all you do is put your
head down and don't breathe.
But I didn't think I got it."
She got it, and took advantage, as did teammate

Stephanie Turner, who dove w
honorable mention AllAmerica status in the 1- and 3meter events.
The freshman was ninth in
the 3-meter with a score of
391.0, which just missed making the final cut by .30 points.
She was 14th in the !-meter.
Turner was the OAC champion in both events.
Scherger and Turner's effortsallowedjCU to finish 29th
as a team, seven places htgher
than last year.
While thi s was the first
Championships for Turner,
Scherger earned All-America
honors with a sixth-place finish last year in the 200 Free.
And the sophomore jitters
hitSchergera bit, but she swam
through them. 1 was nervous
more this year,' she said. 'It
was easier last year, because
everything was new and exciting. This year I was just concerned with repeating.'

America selections, and a fifth
place finish out of 65 schools.
A season full of record-breaking accomplishments and hardfought matches culminated in the
first national championship by a
Blue Streak wrestler since Mike
Gillmor in 1992.
Senior heavyweight Rich
Eslich completed an undefeated
seasonbycapturingthe title in vintage form . After brutalizing opponents all year long, his 5-0 victory over Mike Bucci of Cortland
State gave Eslich a record of 25-0
for the season.
According to Eslich and ]CU
head coach Kerry Volkmann, the
wrestler's most important match
on the way to the championship
came in the semifinals against
Pacific's Brian Springberg,a former
National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics champion. The
hard-fought 4-2 struggle vaulted
Eslich into the finals.
"I didn 't know who he
[Springberg] was going into the
match, having never faced him
before," Eslich, a two-time All
American, said. Pacific entered
Division Ill at the beginning of
the season. "He wrest led in a srmilar style to me, which always
makes it difficult.
"I was more worked up tha n in
any other match. I would have
been upset not to make the finals.
It's funny, but I felt more relaxed in
the finals. I believed I would be
able to win. Coach and I thought I
had already faced my toughest
comlXtition.•
Ironically; the only other Blue
Streak to go through an entire season unde£eated is Volkmann himself, who posted an 11-0 mark in

wrestling

~.

Final record: 18-3-2
NCAA place: Fifth
All-Americans: Rtch Eslich
(No 1 hvy.);Ji m Ayers Ord 184}.justin Kerr(8th -197)
1967-68.
"We had a solid tournamem
overall," Volkmann said. But the . pinnacleof the weekend was definitely Rich's championship.·
Volkmann acknowledged the
team feltsomedisappointment by
not meetmg their goal of a top
three finish . This pursuit of excellence only further illustrates the
growth of the program into a national power over the last several
years
In addition to Eshch's national
title, fellow seniors jim Ayers and
justin Kerr concluded great individual careers. Ayers, a two-time
All-America selection, placed
third at 184 pounds.
"] i m really showed a steady progression of improvement from the
day he entered the program to the
day he left," Volkmann said.
Kerr, whose 106 wins places
him third on thejCU all-time list,
becameonlythen inth wrestler in
the program tobeathree-timeAllAmerica selection. He ended the
season 25-7, but fell victim to the
seeding process.
Overall, six Blue Streaks qualified for nationa Is. Senior Shane
Mignogna claimed his firstOAC
title, surrendering only one point
during the OAC Championships.
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A Florida freeze

Carroll comes out
swinging in Carolina

Baseball drops eight straight games
Bob McCarthy
they also extended the si x game
Perhapsanother reason Brewer
Assis tant Sports Ed• tor
losing streak that concluded the has bee n pleased wah the pitc hAfter a disappointing season Florida trip.
ing is the development of freshopeni ng swing th rough Fort Lau"Right now we just are not win- manjason Parker Despite sufferderdale, which resulted in a 3-8 ni ng and I th mk that IS hurtmg Ing from bronc hitis, Parker
start , the john Carroll University the team's self-confldence," JUn ior pi tc hed t wo soli d outings in
baseball team returned to Umver- shortstop Paul Smaldone said of Florida and proved he can hel p
slty Heights and the new fallen th e team's eight-game losi ng the Bl ue St reaks (3-10)
snow, desparate to return to the streak. "Anytime you lose a bu nch
"jason has thrown well and he
field , but Mot her Natu re d1d n't of games in a row, you naturally isnotquirelOOpercent healthy so
cooperate.
willgetdowna we are hoping he'll continue to
"Rig ht now. we
little We have improve ," Brewer sa id. "He has
just need to be able
nailed down a spot as our fourt h
to stay positive
to play outside.
so we can turn starter."
Practicing in the
things around ."
Wi th theslowstanand having
gym for eight
Shawnee already compiled 10 losses, the
straight weeks
State claimed chances of JCU earning a regional
will drive anyone
an easy victory bid to the NCAA Division lll base·
crazy," head coach
in the first game ball championship at the end of
Brian Brewer said. Next game: Stark County
the the season have all but vanished.
rout ing
"We are trying to Classic
Blue Streaksl7- This does not have the team too
see how our Site,day:Canton , this weekend 4.
Despite concerned, however. Brewer can
younger players Key fact:jCU is scheduled to
throwing well, now afford to experiment with his
are coming along. play Malone and Walsh.
senior starting younger players to find the right
and they need L - - - - - - - - - - - - ' pitcher john formula for Ohio Athletic Conferfield experience.•
O'Rourke took the loss, and fell to ence play, which opens next weekend.
A double-header had been 1-1 on the season.
"OurfocusisontheOACchamscheduled for last Saturday against
ln thesecondgame,Brewersent
Gannon College at horne, but the junior starter Michael Metz to the pionship, and we know that we
snow forced a cancellation of the hill This was just Metz's third ap· are capable of winning the title,"
double-dip. The coaching staff, pear a nee since his freshmen cam· Brewer said. "We just need to find
led by Brewer, now in his fourth paign, after missing all of last sea- the right mix. lam going to keep
year, scrambled to find a school son with an injury. Metz(0-3)took sending youngerguysintothefire
that had open dates for the week- his third loss of the season, but so they can gain the experience
end and a dry field. The search Brewer is far from discouraged by they need to compete in conference."
ended when Brewer contacted the his starting pitching.
In the more immediate future,
coachmg staff at Shawnee State
"1 am pleased with the starting
Umversity in Portsmouth, Ohio.
pitching thus far and they have JCU travels this weekend to CanWhile Brewer and his team had some nice outings, we just ton to parricpate in the four team
achieved their goal of findmg an haven't been making the routine Stark County Classic. The Blue
opponent to compete against and infield plays to back them up," Streaks will face Malone College
on Friday and Walsh on Saturday.
continuegainingfield experience, Brewer said.

baseball
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A Blue Streak baseball player makes the stretch at first base
during a recent practice in the gym.

Softball looks for bats
Rona Proudfoot
Staff Reporter
The john Carroll University
softball team knows it has a big
void to fill.
lt has to make up forthe loss of
national home run champion Carrie McVicker, who registered 14
homers and 33 RBls for the Blue
Streaks last year.
And they have to do so with a
squad that includes 16 underclassmen and returns just one senior
and a handful of juniors.
But head coach Gretchen
Weitbrecht is confident that the
team can do just that.
"We havefour capable pitchers
and an infield that is gaining confidence by the minute," said
Weitbrecht. "Whereas, last season we relied heavily on the
strength of one player, this year's
team if>~ and l e pect con tributionsfrom everyone."
Pitching looks to be a solid area
for Carroll, which returns two talented hurlers in juniors Niki
Russell and Theresa Bodnar. The
pair combined last yearto tally 17
of the team's 18 wins. Freshmen
Andrea Ellis and Theresa Litz also
look to challenge or relieve.
Shufflinghas been the name of
the game in the remain ing positions,especia 11 ysince junior jam ie
Skaugen suffered an injury that
will force her to sit out four to five
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softball

~
Next game: Indianapolis Classic
Site, time: Indiana,thi s wee kend
Keyf act One ofJCU's wins has
been over MSOE, its opponent
on Saturday.
weeks. Loneseniorjen Wolke will
move from behind the plate toreplace her.
Wolke and Skaugen, who are
in the top ten in the conference in
four offensive categories, are expected to provide the bulk of john
Carroll's scoring this season.
The Blue Streaks opened play
over spring break at the Rebel
Garnes in Orlando, Fla. Despite
s~Itin~·~~~~~~~~·~-~~,

the first two days of competition ,
JC U managed on lya 2-8 record on
the week.
"We started out with our best
record ever in that tournament,"
said Weitbrecht. "Our hittingjust
went down the tubes."
Despite the record, Weitbrecht
sawalotof what she wanted to see
last week. "They seem to be developinga better sense of team. They
are ve ry supportive of each other,
and I've already seen people taking charge in their positions."

STREAKSOFTHE WEEK
Mark Heidorf
Senior, Basketball
Scored 17 points in
both games last week,
and ledJCU with a 20.8
average in the NCAA
playoffs. Ended career
as the school leader for
career games played
(112) and £if th leading
scorer (1,525).

Carrie Scherger
Soph., Swimming
Earned All-America
honors for the second
year in a row, placing
eighth in the 200 Free at
che NCAA Division III
Women's Swimming &
Diving Championships,
held at Miami University in Oxford.

J.P. Fielder
Staff Reporter
In th e cool wind and warm
wea ther of Hilton Head, S.C., it's
easy to be distrac ted from the task
at hand. However, the john Carroll men 's tennis team wenr there
w ith something more to prove
than just being able to acquire a
golden tan. And that is exactly
what it did, returning with three
landslide victories in five matches.
The first of these came in a 7-2
pounding of an undermanned
Gannon University team. It was
followed with an even more resounding 8-1 shellacking of St.
Scholastics. Both of these matches
not only got the Streaks off on the
right foo t, but also proved their
strength from top to bottom in the
lineup. All six singles won at least
one match with the three doubles
team 's left their records untarnished.
The next two days were a differentstory as the Streaks failed to
mount any substantial indJVIdual
vi ctories and dropped two
matches to both Catawba College
and Franklin&: Marshall. However, Coach Debeljak emphasized
that "Catawba was one of the best
teams we will face all this year, as
they are currently ranked 20th in
the country for Division Three."
He also pointed out that "against
Franklin we were not at full
strength due to a number of injuries to some of our top players."
However, in order to finish
above th e .500 mark on this trip
ey needed a vttt~ry aga1hs t he
highly touted lake Superior State
University. After having their first
three singles matches rained out
the fin al th ree singles team

13

Solid opening has women eyeing repeat

men's tennis

-4

e

Next match: Walsh
Site&: date: Home, Mar. 22
Key fact: Last year jCUeatOh io
Wesleyan, yesterday's foe , 9· 0.
cleaned up with a sweep of the
Lakers. The doubles backed them
up wi th wins from two of the three
team s completing a 5-l victory.
This trip also provided great
reassura nee for the team heading
into the regular season. Sobeck
insisted that "If we can do as well
against the competition we have
already faced, there is not reason
we cannot play with everyone else
in our conference and poss ibly
take horne the title." As a team
theywilllook toimproveon their
second place finish from last season at the OAC Championship
Meet and match last seasons
twelve and one record.

Dan Schmidt
Staff Reporter
Trading in the snow and bitter
cold wind s that a Cleveland winte r can offer, the John Carroll
Univeri sty women's tenms team
headed to South FLorida to ope n
up their season.
As two-time defending Oh10
Athleuc Confere nce cha mpions,
th e Blue Stre aks played fo ur
matches, going .500 for the trip.
With big wins over Alma and
Hillsborough and losses at the
hands of Nationa 1Collegiate Ath·
letic Association Division II powerhouses Saginaw Valley and Dayton, the team was happy with Its
overall performance.
"We knew going in that these
matches would be tough . Playmg
Divis10n II schools is good prac·
tice for us and gets us ready for
conference play," junior Lizette
Flammer said.
Perhaps most impressiveforthe
Blue Streaks in their visit to the
Suns hine State were juniors No.2
Karen Rizzutto and No. 3 Lisa
Vielhauer who each went undefeated in four singles matches.

The sun has finally begun to melt the snow that covered the
spring sports' playing surfaces and cancelled many games.
"As a team, l think we played
very well We look just as good as
last year, and maybe better. And,
clear! y one of our strengths is our
depth," Vielhauer said.
"The Oberlin match was a good
test because they are a competitive squad and they prepare us for
conference competition ," Theis
said. "Although we lost one senior
from last season , wefeel we can be
a contender."

women's tennis

~e
Next match: Muskmgum
Site & date: Home, Mar. 27
Key fact: This isjCU's first
conference match m defense
of the 1998 OAC title.

Machusick
grabs honor
Despire th e fact that the j ohn
Carroll Uni versi ty women 's rea m
fi nished seve nrh outof eight teams
at the Ohi o Athleti c Conference
Indoor Track and Fi eld Championshi ps at Mount Unoin, Ma r. 5·6,
fres hman distance runner Ka tie
MAchusick placed third in both
th e 1,000-meter a nd 1,500- mete r
run . For her efforts, Machusick
ea rn ed Ali-OAC accolades, th e
only JCU athlete at the mee t to
brin g home any hardware
Sen ior Laura Slazyk finished
sixth in the triple jump (32-6 1/ 4).
Freshman Molly Byrnes placed
fourth in the 3,200 run
(ll'S3.43).junior Debbie Pagano
took fifth in the 3,200 run
(11:58.49)
Th e women 's team earned a total of 28 pomts, fmishmg 165
points behind conference champion Baldwin-Walla ce.
ln the men's competition, the
Blue Streaks earned a total of lO
points, falling short of conference
cha mp Mount Union by 125
pomts. It was the 17th titl e in the
last 18 years for the Purple Raiders'
indoor track ream.
Top performances for the men
were registered by sophomore
Ri ck johnson, who placed sixth m
the shot put (46-7). Freshman
George Sample placed sixth in the
300 dash (38.49).
Sophomore Mark Biuen bender
placed sixth m the triple jump( 42·
11 1/2).

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as
a freshman or sophomore, you
can catch up this summer by
attending Army ROTC Camp
Challenge, a paid five-week
course in leadership.
Apply now. You may

qualify for a full tuition scholarship
and advanced officer training
when you return to campus next
fall. You'll also have the selfconfidence and discipline
you need to succeed in
college and beyond.

ARMY ROTt
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
For details, vis1t 2nd Floor of the Lombardo
Student Center, or call 397-4421
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A Florida freeze

Carroll comes out
swinging in Carolina

Baseball drops eight straight games
Bob McCarthy

they also extended the s1x game
losing streak that concluded the
Flonda tn p
"R1ght now we JUSt are not wi nmng and I think that IS hurt ing
the team 's self -confidence," jun ior
shortstop Paul Smaldone said of
the team's eight-game losi ng
streak "Anytime youlosea bu nch
of games in a row, you naturally
cooperate.
wi11 get dow n a
"Right now, we
litt le. We have
just need to be able
to stay positive
to play outside.
so we can turn
Practicing in the
things around."
gym for eight
Shawnee
straight weeks
State claimed
will drive anyone
an easy victory
crazy," head coach
in the first game
Brian Brewer said
Next game: Stark County
routing
the
"We are trying to Classic
Blue Streaks 17Site,day.Canton, this weekend 4.
see how our
Despite
younger players Key f actJCU is scheduled to
throwmg well,
play Malone and Walsh.
are coming a long,
senior starting
and the y need ' - - - -- -- - - - - - - - ' pitcher John
field experience."
O'Rourke took the loss, and fell to
A double-header had been 1-1 on the season.
schedu led for lastSaturdayagainst
In the second game, Brewer sent
Gannon College at home, but the junior starter Michael Metz to the
snow forced a cancellation of the hill. ThiswasjustMetz'sthirdapdouble-dip. The coaching sta ff , pearance since his freshmen camled by Brewer, now in his fou rth paign, after missing all of last seayear, scrambled to find a school son with an injury. Metz(O-3) took
that had open dates for the week- his third loss of the season, but
end and a dry field. The search Brewer is far from discouraged by
ended when Brewer contacted the his starting pitching.
coachmg staff at Shawnee State
"I am pleased with the starting
Umversity in Ponsmouth, Ohio.
pitching thus far and th ey have
While Brewer and his team had some nice outi ngs, we just
achieved thm goal of finding an haven't been making the routine
opponen t to compete against and infield plays to back them up,"
continue gaming field experience, Brewer said.

baseball

Perhaps a not her reason Brewer
has been pleased with the pitching IS the development of freshman jason Parker Despite suffering from bronchitis, Pa rker
pnc hed two solid outings in
Florida and proved he can help
the Blue Streaks 0-10).
"Jason has thrown well and he
isnot quitelOOpercent healt hyso
we are ho ping he'll co ntinue to
improve," Brewer sa td. "He has
nailed down a spot as our fourth
starter."
With the slow start and having
already compiled lO losses, the
chanceso[JCU earning a regional
bid to the NCAA Division Ill baseball championship at the end of
the season have all but vanis hed.
This does not have the team too
concerned, however. Brewer can
now afford toexperimentwith his
younger players to find the right
formula for Ohio Athletic Conference play, whichopens next weekend.
"Our foc usisontheOAC championship, and we know th at we
are capable of winning the title,"
Brewer said. "We just need to find
the right mix. I am going to keep
sending younger guys intothefire
so they can gain the experience
they need to compete in conference."
In the more immediate future,
JCU travels this weekend to Canton to particpate in the four team
Stark County Classic. The Blue
Streaks will face Malone College
on Friday and Walsh on Saturday.

J.P. Fielder

A Blue Streak baseball player makes the stretch at first base
during a recent practice in the gym.

Softball looks for bats
Rona Proudfoot
Staff Reporter
The John Carroll Universi ty
softball team knows it has a big
void to fill.
It has to make up for the loss of
national home run champion Carrie McVicker, who registered 14
homers and 33 RB!s for the Blue
Streaks last yea r.
And they have to do so with a
squad that includes 16underclassmen and returns just one senior
and a handful of juniors.
But head coach Gretchen
Weitbrecht is confident that the
team can do just that.
"We have four capable pitchers
and an infield that is gaining confide nee by the minute ," said
Weitbrecht. "Whereas, last season we relied heavily on the
strength of one player, this year's
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pect contributions from everyone."
Pitching looks to be a solid area
for Carroll, which returns two talented hurle rs in juniors Niki
Russell and Theresa Bodnar. The
pair combined last yearto tally 17
of the team's 18 wins. Freshmen
Andrea Ellis and Theresa litzalso
look to challenge or rel ieve.
Shufflinghasbeen th e name of
the game in the remaining positions, especia11 y si nee juniorJam ie
Skaugen suffered a n injury that
will force her to sit out four to five
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softball

~
Next game: Indianapolis Classic
Site, time: Indiana, thi s weekend
Keyfact: OneofJCU's wins ha s
been over MSOE, its opponent
on Saturday.
weeks. LoneseniorJenWolkewill
move from behind the plate toreplace her.
Wolke and Skaugen, who are
in the top ten in the conference in
four offensive categories, are expec ted to provide th e bulk of John
Carroll's scoring th is season.
The Blue Streaks opened play
over spring break at the Rebel
Games in Orlando, Fla. Despite
~w~~~~u~~~~~~u_~--~-~

the first two days of competition,
JCU managed only a 2-8 record on
the week.
"We started out with our best
record ever in that tournament,"
sa id Weitbrecht. "Our hittingjust
went down the tubes."
Despite the record, Weitbrecht
saw a lot of what she wanted to see
last week. "T hey seem to be developinga better sense of tea m. They
are very suppo rti ve of each other,
and I've already seen people taking charge in their positions."

STREAKSOFTHE WEEK
Mark Heidorf
Senior, Basketball
Scored 17 points in
both games last week,
an d led jCU with a 20.8
average in the NCAA
playoffs. Ended career
as the school leader for
career games played
(112) and fifth leading
scorer (1,525).

Carrie Scherger
Soph., Swimming
Earned All-America
honors for the second
year in a row, placing
eighth in the 200 Free at
the NCAA Division 1Il
Women's Swimming &
Diving Championships,
held at Miami University in Oxford.

Staff Reporter
In the cool wind and warm
' weather of Hilton Head, S.C., It's
easy to be distracted from the task
at hand. However, the John Carroll men's tennis team went there
with something more to prove
than just being able to acquire a
golden tan . And that is exactly
what it did, returning with three
landslide victories in five matches.
The first of these came in a 7-2
pounding of an undermanned
Gannon University team . It was
followed with an even more resounding 8-1 shellacking of St.
Scholastics. Both of these matches
not only got th e Streaks off on the
righ t foot, but also proved their
strength from to p to bottom in th e
lineup. All six singles won atleast
one match with the three doubles
team's left thei r records untarnished.
The next two days were a different story as the Streaks fa iled to
mounranysubstantial individual
v ict or ies and dropped two
matches to both Catawba College
and Franklin & Marshall. However, Coach Debeljak emphasized
that "Catawba was one of the best
teams we will face all this year, as
they are current ly ranked 20th in
the country for Division Three"
He also pointed out that "against
Franklin we were not at full
strength due to a nu mber of injuries to some of our top players."
However, in order to finish
above th e .500 mark on th is trip
r::y neede d n v ltttsty agatnst r he
highly touted lake Superior State
University. Afterhavingtheirfirst
three singles matches rained ou t
the final three singles team

Solid opening has women eyeing repeat

men's tennis

A
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Next match: Walsh
Site & date: Home, Mar. 22
Key fact Last year jCUeatOhio
Wesleyan, yesterday's foe, 9-0.
cleaned up with a sweep of the
Lakers. The doubles backed them
up with wins from two of the three
teams completing a 5-1 victory.
This trip also provided great
reassurance for the team heading
into the regular season. Sobeck
insisted that "If we can do as well
against the competition we have
already faced , there is not reason
we cannot play with everyone else
in our conference and possibly
take home the title." As a team
they will look to improve on their
second place finish from last season at the OAC Championship
Meet and match las t seaso ns
twelve and one record.

Dan Schmidt
Staff Reporter
Trading in the snow and bitter
cold winds that a Cleveland winter can offer, the John Carroll
Univeristy women's tennis team
headed to South Florida to open
up th eir sea son
As two-time defending Ohi o
Athletic Conference champions,
the Blue Streaks played four
matches, going .500 for the trip.
With big wins over Alma and
Hillsborough and losses at the
hands of National Collegia te Athletic Associ at ion Division II powerhouses Saginaw Valley and Dayton, the team was happy with its
overall performance.
"We knew going in that these
matches would be tough. Playing
Division II schools is good practice for us and gets us ready for
conference play," junior Lizette
Flammer said.
Perhaps most impressive for the
Blue Streaks in their visit to the
Sunshine State were juniors No.2
Karen Rizzutto and No. 3 Lisa
Vielhauer who each went undefeated in four singles matches.

The sun has finally begun to melt the snow that covered the
spring sports' playing surfaces and cancelled many games.
"As a team . I think we played
very well. We look just as good as
last year, and maybe better. And,
clearlyoneof our st rengths is our
depth," Vielha uer said.
"The Oberlin match was a good
test because they are a competitive squad and they prepare us for
conference competitiOn," The1s
said. "Al though we lost one senior
from last season, we fee l we can be
a contender."

women's tennis

~

Next match: Muskingum
Site & date: Home, Mar. 27
Key fact This isJCU's first
conference match m defense
of the 1998 OAC title.

Machusick
grabs honor
Des pire the fact tha t the John
Carroll Umversity women's team
fini shed se venth out of eight teams
at the Ohio Athletic Conference
Ind oor Track a nd Field Champ1·
onships at Mount Unoin, Mar. 5-6,
freshman distance runner Katie
MAchusick placed third in both
the I ,000-mete r and 1,500-m eter
run. For her efforts, Machusi ck
earned All-OA C accolades , the
only JCU athlete at the meet to
bring home any hardware.
Se nior laura Slazyk finished
sixth in the triplejump(32-6l / 4}
Freshman Molly Byrnes placed
fourth in the 3,200 run
(ll:53.43)Junior Debbie Pagano
took fif th in the 3,200 run
Cll:58.49)
The women's team earned a tota l of 28 pomts, finishing 165
points behind conference champion Baldwin-Wallace.
In the men's competition, the
Blue Streaks earned a total of 10
points,falling short of conference
c hamp Mount Union by 125
points. It was the 17th title in the
last 18 years for the Purple Raiders'
indoor track team.
Top performances for the men
were registered by sophomore
Rick Johnson . who placed sixth in
the s hot put (46-7). Freshman
George Sam pie placed sixth in the
300 dash 08 49).
Sophomore Mark Bittenbender
placed six th In thetnplejump( 42111/ 2).

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE

ON THEm WAY TO TilE TOP.
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as

a freshman or sophomore, you
can catch up this summer by
attending Army ROTC Camp
Challenge, a paid five-week
course in leadership.
Apply now. You may

qualify for a full tuition scholarship
and advanced officer training
when you return to campus next
fall . You'll also have the selfconfidence and discipline
you need to succeed in
college and beyond.

ARMY ROTC
TBE SMARTEST toLLEGE toDRSE YOU CAN TAKE
For details, visit 2nd Floor of the Lombardo
Student Center, or call 397-4421

L __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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EDITORIAL

Student urges
others to fully
examine Issues

Trying to avoid a
spring break-down

-

HITS &
HIT:

John Carroll's men's basketball team outdoes itself for the second year
in a row, reaching the Elite Eight of the Division Ill tournament. miss:
Coming back from spring break pale and poor. HIT: New TV in the weight
room, just in time for March Madness. miss: CD thief strikes WJCU,
walking out with at least 200 new additions to his music collection. HIT:
ESPN 2 free on campus for cable subscribers. miss: Temperatures in the
workout rooms: hovering around 60s' in the cardio room and approaching
triple digits in the weight room. HIT: Only six more weeks of classes ... time
to find a job? miss: Found on cars near the baseball field: "Some of you
people are leaving beer cans and other contaminations on the tree lawn.
Please refrain from this action." Please keep Carroll beautiful. HIT: The 71 st
Academy Awards will be presented on Sunday. Good luck to all nominated.

Staff Commentary

THE CARROLL NEWS

As much fun as

having teeth pulled

Tom 01<onowitz

------4---~--~~

When 1first returned to school from my less than exciung
Spring Break, I was very uni nterested about a ny body's excursions to tropical paradise. After the debacle th at was my
Spring Break, the last thing that I wanted was to be constantly
reminded about thespectacular time that I dtdn't have. Many
would say that my response comes from jealousy, which I
guess is true . Knowing that I was going home to have my
w1sdom teeth pulled was not a source of jubilation.
The weekend started out harmlessly,
enjoyingan alternative cocktail after my
weekly rad io show before flying home
to the Nation's Capital. Apparen tly my
guardian angel went to Cancun wtth
most of my friends.
1missed my flight because of the first
8 p.m. traffic jam in Cleveland history.
Bob McCarthy
Next, the less than courteous Conti penAss'! Sports Editor
tal charged me $100 to fly out in the
morning Aftera$45cabridetocampus,
begging to be let back into my room and yet another $45 cab
ride back to the airport, I was the most excited person to be
leaving Cleveland. So, after 24 hours and $200 l was finally
on my way home.
I should remind everyone that by this point in my break
most of my friends were sipping cocktails on the beach.
Pondering this thought on my flight did nothing to ease the
bitterness of getting banged out of $200 just to get home.
The fun had just begun, and a day later l was being worked
over by a dentist , ripping teeth from under my gums
I spent the next six days lying on the floor with ice bags
strapped to my face to ease the pain and swelling. The only
two things in my favor were the Vikatin pain killers I was
prescribed ,which by the way area good time, and the fact that
ESPN had college hoops on around the clock. (ESPN is always
there for me.)
My hourly routine was not a run on the beach, floating in
the pool sipping boat drinks. Rather, myroutinewasrunning
to a smk to clean blood from my mouth, lying on the floor
stpping milkshakes. This was alii did for six days straight.
That is enough to drive anyone insane, so I think that my
jealousy is justified.
The thing that gets me though is how everyone is so quick
to show off their pictures and souvenirs from their various
hot spots. This is practically rubbing it in my face. Hey Bob,
look at how much fun you didn't have!
Maybe next time someone shows me beach pictures or
their new tattoo or eye-brow ring l should open my mouth
and show everyone that lgoteachcornerof my mouth pierced.
!did have one advantage over you beachgoers. My drugs were
just as strong as yours, but I didn't pay for them and [didn't
have to fear spending the night in a Mexican prison for using
them. Come to think of it, my break wasn't so bad after all.

Ednor
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Editorial Opinion

Unfortunately for john Carroll students, our
spring break does not coincide with MTV's week long celebration at various tropical hot spots. Or
did we mean to say thank heavens they do not
coincide? The network's uninhibited week of sun,
sand, beer, sex and even more beer starts this Friday.
Given the history of the event, it is a good thing that
our break took place early.
In the 12 years that MTV has held its week long
orgy, it has managed to get kicked out of three cities
and outright banned from one, Daytona Beach, Fla.
Right now you may beaskingyourself, «What could
a television network possibl ydo to get itself banned
from a city?" Well, if a damaged economy, trashed
hotels and a ravaged beach front are not enough
evidence, perhaps hundreds of cases of alcohol poisoning, sexual assault and even rapes will open
your eyes.
Every year when the thousands of pale, landlocked, chronic sufferers of cabin fever descend
upon MTV's tropical paradise, they do so with one
thing in mind, partying with complete disregard
for their surroundings. When you gather 10,000
drunk, rowdy college students in one city, there
will inevitably be problems. And problems there
are.
Th itiesofDaytonaBeachandFort auderda e,
Fla. have been chewed up and spit out by MTV like
a piece of Hubba-Bubba bubble gum. Their communities have needed years to recover from a oneweek event. But MTV has done nothing to thank
these cities for their hospitality. Instead it has just
moved on to find five more gullible cities to host its
new, improved and enlarged celebration.
Like a female praying mantis, MTV has seduced
these communities with promises of increased tourism and an expanded economy, only to bite their
heads off after squeezing all that they could out of
the city.
Tf our spring break were to occur at the same time
as MTV's,John Carroll students would become what
all good parents tell their children not ro become-statistics. MTV seems to possess some sort of mind
control over the college students who follow it like
lemmings to an ocean front hotel with promises of
the Backstreet Boys and Brittney Spears, dancing in
their heads.
john Carroll sent about 100 students to Cancun,
Mexico for break. There are no reports of anyone
being arrested, detained, injured or assaulted. This
is not to say that MTV's presence would have resulted in drastic changes to these numbers, but
certainly there would have been many more kids,
much more alcohol, and a lot more problems. MTV
has a reputation to uphold. College students do not
abandon their morals and principles for just anybody, you know.
So congratulations to those of you who went to
Cancun and came back to school without an addition to your criminal record. You probably had a
much better time than your fellow spring breakers
will have this coming week in Lake Havasu, Ari.,
South Padre lsland, Tex, and Tiajuana, Mexico,
among others. Even if you missed out on a chance
to see N'Sync perform live.

FORUM

The Carroll News, March 18, 1999
The Carroll News, March 18,1999

About a year or so ago, John
Carroll displayed a section of the
famo us AIDS quilt in the St.
Francis Chapel I have always
been upset that this disease captured so much attention in the
media. My grandmother and a
close friend of my family both
died from different forms of cancer. Every time [would watch the
Oscars, [became angry to see so
many people wearing a red ribbon for AlDS, but no one wearing
a pink ribbon to remind us of the
disease that took my friend.
When the quilt was hung in the
chapel, I was deeply offended. I
thought it was morbid and indecent. I felt the same way tha t
many Carroll students seem to
feel about the Cemetery of the
Innocents. !couldn't understand
how I could be expected to pray
and worship in a place with such
a distraction . Then, I began to
wonder why lfeltthat way. I realized two things.• First, that I was
angry with the AIDS movement
for illogical reasons. The movement did not kill my grandmother. Cancer did. I had associated the pain of my loss on an
undeserving recipient. Once Irealized that, I sudden! y saw the
purpose of the AIDS quilt. It is to
remind us of the humanity behind the political issue. The quilt
serves simply as a reminder, saying, "R~ the e are
people, human beings, who have
friends and families who are in
pain. They deserve com passion."
The abortion issue, too, is an
issue about humanity. John Carroll, the Society of jesus, the
Catholic Church and I all believe
officially that a fetus is a living
human being. TheCemeterysimply serves as a reminder, saying,
"Remember that these too, are
people, human beings, who deserve compassion." The demonstration is based on a presumption that human life begins at
conception. If you don't agree
with
this,
than
the
demonstration's conclusion, that
abortion is wrong, is illogical, and
therefore the demonstration is
meaningless. If [ were to erect a
shrine on the Campion lawn
mourning all the poor balls of
yarn that give their life each year
for the sweaters we wear every
day, would anyo ne be offended?
No. People would think it's silly,
because no one believes that yarn
is alive. So why does the Cemetery offend? Perhaps there is an
association involved. For instance, I believe many people associate the abortion issue with the
woman's right issue. Fighting the
injustices that women face everyday is an important cause that I
believe in strongly, but blaming
pro-lifers for thousands of years
of man's sin against woman is as
illogical as my blaming the AIDS
blanket for killing my grandmother. If you see the issue simply for what it is, a debate over
when life begins, then women's
rights don't even enter in the equation. In our eyes, we are fighting
for the rights of thousands of
women a year who are murdered
through abortion. Remember
thatforeignemotionsof any kind
are of ten the enemy of reason. I
urgestudentson both sides of the

E~ tl i
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BJORN by Steve Beaudry

issue to examine their own reactions and find out exactly why
they respond the way they do. In
the mean time, please remember
that this is a Catholic university
that we have chosen to enroll in,
and it is only natural for it to want
to teach us what it thinks. After
all, we are paying them to do that.
lf their opinions seem unsound,
illogical or merely inconvenient,
discard them as the outdated
dogma of a patriarchal dictatorship if it makes you feel better, but
don't presume to tell them what
they can teach in their university.
Martin Hoehler

-

Hoehler is a senioratjohn Carroll.

Choice to drink
alcohol brings
responsibility

co-written by

Tom Kahl

"Collegestudents like todrink."
Yes, many college students like to
drink. The editorial in the February 18 edition of the Carroll News
makes this and other valid points
about drinking and college life.
'Education is vital." Making
good choices is important for reasons of safety and for the quality
derful young people, whom we
of each of our lives. Good choices know to be courageous in facing
can only be made when we are the challenges of emerging adultinformed. As a university we all hood . Rarely would we portray
come together to learn and grow, john Carroll students as "mise hienot just within the limits of the vous teenagers." Don't sell youracademic curriculum, but on a selves short. Don't drink because
range of important and vital is- you are told not to. Make choices
sues, including alcohol use.
that work for you, that keep you
"It is the personal decision of a safe and give you every opportucollege student >X-hether or not to nity to purs ue all of your goals and
drink." As college students mov- aspirations.
ingintoadulthood you have many
John Ropar, Nancy Taylor, Rose
new choices to make, precisely Bell and john Harshbarger
because you, "...are presented with
Ropar, Taylor, Bdl and
freedom [you] have not had prior Harshbarger art members of the
to college life." It almost sounds john Carroll UniversityCounsding
trite, but freedom does bring re- Center Staff, and co-submitted the
sponsibility. What new responsi- letter..
bilities come with your newly
found freedom?
Do you "rally around alcohol?"
Is it really a "uniting force?" Certainly alcohol acts as a social"lubricant." lt does reduce inhibitions. When you come together
I think that Megan Vecchio's letyou may often be drinking. It is ter to the Carroll News made an
also important to note that on any important point. She is absolutely
given weekend onJCU's campus, right on one count. The Mighty
because of alcohol consumption, Mighty Boss tones concert will not
one of you will be taken to the be a live abortion. I agree that the
hospital for alcohol poisoning; band's stance on abortion should
some of you will have sex when, if not influence any decision on a
sober, you wouldn't have; some- possible performance at john Carone will be sexually assaulted ; roll, but af ten hat I cannot find too
someone will get ina fight and get
busted. up; someone will trash a
room; and you or someone else will
be awakened from your much
neededrestordistractedfrom your
much needed study time to take
care of a drunken friend or roommate. It would seem that anyone
who fails to recognize that these
less than desirable consequences
occur is the one who is, to quote
the ed!!orial, "looking at the picture through rose-colored glasses.'
Finally, theeditoroffersa "fitting analogy," saying that if alcoholts banned your response may
be one of "mischievous teenagers~
and you may respond by drinking
and, perhaps, drinking "more so
than before." First of all, alcohol is
not being banned. Secondly, the
university is committed to maintaining the laws of the State of
Ohio, as well as trying to maintain
a safe environment. Most importantly,asfacultyand staff we have
the opportunity to work with won-

Cross vandals
undermine
own goals

much more to agree on with Ms.
Vecchio.
!did not find her, "The last time
I checked we all lived in the
United States of America, a free
country, where abortion is LEGAL," converting me to the prochoice position. The UnitedStates
certainly is a free country. This
included the freedom of speec h
and ery. ress1on though .
Correct me-tf I am Wl'tNI8o but
the crosses, "tastelessly displayed,"
as Ms. Vecchio said, were simply
an exercise in free speech just as
her letter to the Carroll News was.
She was disappointed that the
crosses were vandalized, but that
was because shefel t "there wasn't
a clear message sent," not bsca use
there was anything wrong with
the act itself. 1 would say that a
very clear message was sent.
Whoever vandalized the crosses
made it quite clear that they have
no respect for a person's right to
express their views. While I may
not agree with Ms. Vecchio's opinions or with the opinions of those
that vandalized the display, I
would never question their right
to voice it publicly Unfortunately
the manner in which the vandals
expressed their opinions was not
appropriate,and that makes it ex-

treme.ly difficult to listen 10 their
positionobjectivel y. Likewise, Ms.
Vecchio'sdenunciation of the very
nght she exercised by writing her
letter, her opinion, makes it hard
to listen to hers.
Pro-lifers and pro-choice advocates struggle with opposing arguments. but to a pproach t he issue wn h the bitter a nd cont emptuou · tu t ude d 1::. Ia ~.:cl. tn M:>.

Vecehfo' . . . .

may be heated and personal to
many people, yetdisregardingopposingoptnionsastasteless,inconsiderate, and whining does not
strengthen one's own. Rather, it
displays a defensiveness based on
ignorance.
Paul Habrecht
Habrecht isajuntorat]ohn Car-

roll
The Carroll News welcomes letters to
the editor, as it ts our way of knowing
what you tike or dislike about the newspaper, the campus or life in general.
We require that lettera be submitted in
The Carroll News offooes by noon on
Monday to be eligible for publication in
that week's edition. Letters should be
typed, and no longer than two pages,
double· spaced. We reserve the right
to edit letters for clarity or space con·
siderations. Letters must be signed
and accompanied by your telephone
number.

The Carroll News
in conjunction with
Warner Bros.
presents a
preview screening of
The Matrix.
Thursday
March 25, 1999
8:00p.m.
Tower City Cinemas
Passes will be given away
on a first come-first serve
basis on Monday, March 22
from 11 a.m.- 1:00 p.m. and
5:00p.m. - 6:30 p.m. in the
Atrium. If tickets remain,
the giveaway will continue
on Tuesday.

-
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Editorial Opinion

Student urges
others to fully
examine Issues

Trying to avoid a
spring break-down
-

Unfortunately for john Carroll students, our
spring break does not coincide with MTV's weeklong celebration at various tropical hot spots. Or
did we mean to say thank heavens they do not
coincide? The network's uninhibited week of sun,
sand, beer,sex and even more beer starts this Friday.
Given the history of the event, it is a good thing that
HIT: John Carroll's men's basketball team outdoes itself for the second year
our break took place early.
in a row , reaching the Elite Eight of the Division Ill tournament. miss:
In the 12 years that MTV has held its week long
Coming back from spring break pale and poor. HIT: New TV in the weight
orgy, it has managed to get kicked out of three cities
room, just in time for March Madness. miss: CD thief strikes WJCU,
and outright banned from one, Daytona Beach, Fla.
walking out with at least 200 new additions to his music collection. HIT:
Rightnowyoumay be asking yourself, "What could
ESPN 2 free on campus for cable subscribers. miss: Temperatures in the
a television network possi bl ydo to get itself banned
workout rooms: hovering around 60s' in the cardia room and approaching
from a city?" Well, if a damaged economy, trashed
triple digits in the weight room. HIT: Only six more weeks of classes ... time
hotels and a ravaged beach front are not enough
to find a job? miss: Found on cars near the baseball field: "Some of you
evidence, perhaps hundreds of cases of alcohol poipeople are leaving beer cans and other contaminations on the tree lawn.
soning, sexual assault and even rapes will open
Please refrain from this action." Please keep Carroll beautiful. HIT: The 71st
your eyes.
Academy
Awards will be presented on Sunday. Good luck to all nominated.
Every year when the thousands of pale, landlocked, chronk sufferers of cabin fever descend
Staff Commentary
upon MTV's tropical paradise, they do so with one
thing in mind, partying with complete disregard
for their surroundings. When you gather 10,000
THE CARROLL NEWS
As
as
drunk, rowdy college students in one city, there
will inevitably be problems. And problems there
Tom O'Konowitz
are.
------4-~-.=~~
Ednor·~
· ~&hr•~·~*r--~~~~----~~~When 1first returned to school from my less than exciting
he itie of Daytona Beach and Fort auderdale,
Brian Murphy
Fla. have been chewed up and spit out by MTV like Spring Break,! was very uninterestedaboutanybody'sexcursions to tropical paradise. After the debacle tha t was my
Man!lgingEditor
a piece of Hubba-Bubba bubble gum. Their com- Spring Break, the last thmg that I wanted was to be constantly
munities have needed years t0 recover from a one- reminded about the spectacularttme that Ididn't have. Many
Robert T. Noll
would say that my response comes from jealousy, which I
week event. But MTV has done nothing to thank guess
Adviser
is true. Knowing that I was going home to have my
these cities for their hospitality. Instead it has just wisdom teeth pulled was not a source of jubilation
The weekend started out harmlessly,
moved on to find five more gullible cities to host its
en
joying
an alternative cocktail after my
new, improved and enlarged celebration.
weekly radio show before flyi ng home
Like a female praying mantis, MTV has seduced
to the Nation's Capital. Apparently my
guardian angel went to Cancun with
these communities with promises of increased tourmost of my friends.
ism and an expanded economy, only to bite their
News Clare Taft
I missed my flight because of the first
heads off after squeezing all that they could out of
Megan He tman
8 p.m. traffic jam in Cleveland history.
the city.
Bob McCarthy
Next, the less than courteous ContipenEntertainment Aaron Baker
tal charged me $100 to fly out in the
If our spring break were to occur atthe same time Ass't Sports Editor morn
in g. After a $45 cab ride to cam pus,
as MTV's,John Carroll students would become what begging to be let back into my room and yet another $45 cab
Features Lisa Foster
Carrie Mack
ride
back
to
the
airport
,
I
was
the
most
excited
person
to
be
all good parents tell their children not to become-leaving
Cleveland.
So,
after
24
hours
and
$200
I
was
finally
statistics. MTV seems to possess some sort of mind on my way home.
Sports Mark Boleky
control over the college students who follow it like
Robert McCarthy
I should remind everyone that by this point in my break
Matt Rayl
lemmings to an ocean front hotel with promises of most of my friends were sipping cocktails on the beach.
my flig ht did nothing to ease the
Pondering
th1s
thought
on
the Backstreet Boys and Brittney Spears, dancing in bitterness of getting banged our of $200 just to get home.
Opinion Nick Kovach
their heads.
The fun had just begun, and a day later I was being worked
Forum Kristy Calabria
John Carroll sent about 100 students to Cancun, over by a dentist, ripping teeth from unde r my gums.
l
spent
the
next
six
days
lying
on
the
floor
with
ice
bags
Mexico for break. There are no reports of anyone strapped to my fa ce to ease the pain and swelling. The only
Classified Renee Miller
being arrested, detained, injured or assaulted. This two things in my favor were the Vikatm pain killers I was
Photography Sara Fest
is not to say that MTV's presence would have re- prescribed, which by thewayareagood time, and thefactthat
ESPN had college hoops on around the clock. (ESPN isalways
sulted in drastic changes to these numbers, but there for me.)
Photo Adviser Alan Stephenson,
certainly there would have been many more kids,
Ph.D.
My hourly routine was not a run on the be ach, floating in
much more alcohol, and a lot more problems. MTV the pool sipping boat drinks. Rather, my routine was running
to a sink to clean blood from my mouth, lying on the floor
has a reputation to uphold. Collegestudentsdo not sipping
The Carroll News is published weekly by the stu·
milkshakes. This was alii did for six days straight.
abandon their morals and principles for just any- That IS enough to drive anyone insane, so I think that my dents of John Carroll University. The opin1ons ex·
pressed in editorials and cartoons are those of the
jealousy is justified.
body, you know.
Carroll Newsednorialstaff,andnot necessarily those
The thing that gets me though is how everyone is so quick
of JCU's administration, faculty or students. Signed
So congratulations to those of you who went to to show
material and comics are solely the v1ewof theaulhor.
off their pictures and souvenirs from their various
Cancun and came back to school without an addi- hot spots. This is practically rubbing it in my face. Hey Bob,
The Carroll News is primed on 70% recycled paper.
tion to your criminal record. You probably had a look at how much fun you didn't have!
One copy ol the Carroll News is available to each
next time someone shows me beach pictures or
member ol the JCU community a< no cos<. Addimuch better time than your fellow spring breakers theirMaybe
uonal copies are valued a< 25 cents each
new tattoo or eye-brow ring I should open my mouth
will have this coming week in Lake Havasu, Ari., and show everyone that Igot each corner of my mouth pierced.
How to reach us:
South Padre Island, Tex, and Tiajuana, Mexico, Idid have one advantage over you beachgoers. My drugs were
(216)397-4479(Editorial)
as strong as yours, but I didn't pay for them and l didn't
among others. Even if you missed our on a chance just
(216)397-4398 (Business)
have to fear spending the night in a Mexican prison for using
to see N'Sync perform live.
CARROLLNEWS@jcvaxajcu.edu
them. Come to think of it, my break wasn't so bad after all.
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much fun

having teeth pulled
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About a year or so ago, john
Carroll displayed a section of the
famous AIDS quilt in the St.
Francis Chapel. I have always
been upset that this disease captured so much auention in the
media. My grandmother and a
close friend of my family both
died from different forms of cancer. Every time l would watch the
Oscars, I became angry to see so
many people wearing a red ribbon for AIDS. but no one wearing
a pink ribbon to remind us of the
disease that took my friend .
When the quilt was hung in the
chapel, I was deeply offended. l
thought it was morbid and indecent. I felt the same way that
many Carroll students seem to
feel about the Cemetery of the
Innocents. !couldn't understand
how I could be expected to pray
and worship in a place with such
a distraction. Then, I began to
wonderwhylfeltthatway.Irealized two things• First, that I was
angry with the AIDS movement
for illogical reasons. The movement did not kill my grandmother. Cancer did. I had associated the pain of my loss on an
undeserving recipient. Once Irealized that, I suddenly saw the
purpose of the AIDS quilt. It is to
remind us of the humanity behind the political issue. The quilt
serves simply as a reminder, sayrng "R-emem
these are
people, human beings, who have
friends and families who are in
pain. They deserve compassion."
The abortion issue, too, i5 an
issue about humanity. john Carroll, the Society of jesus, the
Catholic Church and I all believe
officially that a fetus is a living
human being. TheCemeterysimply serves as a reminder, saying.
"Remember that these too, are
people, human beings, who deserve compassion." The demonstration is based on a presumption that human life begins at
conception. If you don't agree
with
this,
than
the
demonstration's conclusion, that
abortion is wrong, is illogical, and
therefore the demonstration is
meaningless. If I were to erect a
shrine on the Campion lawn
mourning all the poor balls of
yarn that give the ir life each year
for the sweaters we wear every
day, would anyone be offended?
No. People would think it's silly,
because no one believes that yarn
is alive. So why does the Cemetery offend? Perhaps there is an
association involved. For instance, I believe many people associate the abortion issue with the
woman's right issue. Fighting the
injustices that women face everyday is an important cause that I
believe in strongly, but blaming
pro-lifers for thousands of years
of man's sin against woman is as
illogical as my blaming the AIDS
blanket for killing my grandmother. If you see the issue simply for what it is, a debate over
when life begms, then women's
rights don't even enter in the equation . In our eyes. we are fighting
for the rights of thousands of
women a year who are murdered
through abortion. Remember
thatforeignemotionsof any kind
are of ten the enemy of reason. I
urgestudemson both sides of the

BJORN by Steve Beaudry

issue to examine their own reactions and find out exactly why
they respond the way they do In
the mean time, please remember
that this is a Catholic umversity
that we have chosen to enroll in,
and it is only natural for it to wan t
to teach us what it thinks. After
all, we are paying them to do that
If their opinions seem unsound,
illogical or merely inconvenient,
discard them as the outdated
dogma of a patriarchal dictatorship if it makes you feel better, but
don't presume to tell them what
they can teach in their university.
Martin Hoehler
Hoehler is a senior at john Car-

-

roll.

Choice to drink
alcohol brines
responsibility

co-written by

Tom Kahl

"College students like tqdrink."
Yes, many college students like to
drink. The editorial in the February 18 edition of the Carroll News
makes this and other valid points
about drinking and college life.
'Education is vitaL" Making
good choices is important for reasons of safety and for the quality
derful young people, whom we
of each of our lives. Good choices know to be courageous in facing
can only be made when we are the challenges of emerging adultinformed . As a university we all hood. Rarely would we portray
come together to learn and grow, John Carroll students as "mischienot just within the limits of the vous teenagers." Don't sell youracademic curriculum, but on a selves short. Don't drink because
range of important and vital is- you are told not to. Make choices
sues, including alcohol use.
that work for you, that keep you
"It is the personal decision of a safe and give you every opportucollege student "-'hether or not 10 nity to pursue all of your goals and
drink." As college students mov- asptrattoas.
ing Into adulthood you have many
John Ropar, Nancy Taylor, Rose
new choices to make, precisely Bell and john Harshbarger
because you, "...are presented with
Ropar, Taylor, Bell and
freedom lyoul have not had prior Harshbarger are members of the
to college life." It almost sounds ]oh n Carroll University Counseling
trite, but freedom does bring re- Center Staff. and co-submitted the
sponsibility. What new responsi- letter..
bilities come with your newly
found freedom?
Do you "rally around a!coho!?"
Is it really a "uniting force?" Certainly alcohol acts as a social "lubricant." It does reduce inhibitions. When you come together
I think that Megan Vecchio's letyou may often be drinking. It is ter to the Carroll News made an
also important to note that on any important point. She is absolutely
given weekend on JCU's campus, right on one count. The Mighty
because of alcohol consumption, Mighty Boss tones concert will not
one of you will be taken to the be a live abortion. I agree that the
hospital for alcohol poisoning; band's stance on abortion should
some of you will have sex when, if not influence any decision on a
sober, you wouldn't have; some- possible performance atjohn Carone will be sexually assaulted; roll, but afterthat I cannot find too
someone will get in a fight and get
busted up; someone will trash a
room;and youorsomeoneelse will
be awakened from your much
needed restor distracted from your
much needed study time to take
care of a drunken friend or roommate. It would seem that anyone
who fails to recognize that these
less than desirable consequences
occur is the one who is, to quote
the editorial, "looking at the picture through rose-colored glasses."
Finally, the editor offers a "fitting analogy," saying that if alcohol is banned your response may
be one of "mischievous teenagers"
and you may respond by drinking
and, perhaps, drinking "more so
than before." First of all, alcohol is
not being banned. Secondly, the
university is committed to maintaining the laws of the State of
Ohio, as well as trying to maintam
a safe environment. Most importantly,as faculty and staff we have
theopportunitytoworkwithwon-

Cross vandals
undermine
own goals

much more to agree on with Ms.
Vecchio.
1did not find her, "The last time
I checked we all lived in the
United States of America, a free
country, where abortion is LEGAL," converting me to the prochoice position. The United States
certainly is a free country. This
included the freedom of speec h
and expression though.
Correct me ff ham WIODfl, but
thecrosses. "tastelessly displayed,"
as Ms. Vecchio said, were simply
an exercise in free speech just as
her letter to the Carroll News was.
She was disappointed that the
crosses were vandalized, but that
was because she felt "there wasn't
a clear message sent," not bee a use
there was anything wrong with
the act itself. I would say that a
very clear message was sent.
Whoever vandalized the crosses
made it quite clear that they have
no respect for a person's right to
ex.press their views. While I may
not agree with Ms. Vecchio'sopinions or with the opinions of those
that vandalized the display, I
would never question their right
to voice it publici y. Unfortunately
the manner in which the vandals
expressed their opinions was not
appropriate, and that makes it ex-

tremel y d ifricu It to listen to their
position objectively. Likewise, Ms.
Vecchio'sdenunciationof the very
right she exercised by wming her
letter, her opinion, makes it hard
to listen to hers
Pro-lifers and pro-c hoice advocates struggle wHh opposing arguments, but to approach 1he is·
ue w11h the bitter and contemptuo us ttltude d1~ \a cd. m M,.
~

.....

may be heated and personal to
many people, yet disregarding opposing opi n tons as tasteless, inconstderate, and whining does not
strengthen one's own. Rather, it
displays a defensiveness based on
ignorance.
Paul Habrecht

Habrecht isajuniorat]ohnCarroll.
The Carroll News welcomes letters to
the editor, as " is our way ot knowing
wha1 you like or dislike aboutthe newspaper, the campus or lile in general.
We require that teltera be submitted in
The Carroll News offices by noon on

Monday to be eligible tor publication in
lllal week's edition. Letters should be
typed, and no longer than two pages,
double-spaced. We reserve the right

-

to edit letters tor clarity or space con·
sideralions. Letters must be signed
and accompanied by your telephone
number

The Carroll News
in conjunction with
Warner Bros.
presents a
preview screening of
The Matrix.
Thursday
March 25, 1999
8:00p.m.
Tower City Cinemas
Passes will be given away
on a first come-first serve
basis on Monday, March 22
from 11 a.m.- 1:00 p.m. and
5:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. in the
Atrium. If tickets remain,
the giveaway will continue
on Tuesday.

...
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Babysitting needed, two
children ages two and
four, some evenings and
weekends In Cleveland
Heights home. (216)
932-5405.
Babysitter. Beginning
May or June. Part-time,
1-2 afternoons per week
for two toddler boys In
Beachwood. At home or
at the pool! Own
transportation and
references. Please call
464-8775.
Babysitter needed. One
afternoon per week.
Some weekends/
evenings. Call Cindy.
321-7657.

Classified ads In
The Carroll News
are $3.00 for the
first 10 words, and
$.25 for each
additional word.
Ads are due on
Monday at noon for
publication In that
Thursday's
newspaper. Call
(216) 397-4398.

en
Q
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Summer & full time
positions. Beautiful
lakefront yachting club
seeks friendly team
players. Will train
qualified candidates as:
servers, bussers, host/
hostess, dock
attendants I ground
keepers, lifeguards,
receptionist/ computer,
line cooks/banquet rep,
sail camp counselors.
Incentive programs/
flexible hours, excellent
pay. Interview now for
the best positions.
Wednesday through
Sunday. 200 Yacht Club
Drive. Rocky River, OH
44116. Ask for Kathy I
Marc: (440) 333-1155.
No gimmicks. Extra
Income now. Envelope
stufflng-$600-$800
every week. Free
details: SASE to:
International Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brookyln, New York
11230.
Free radio + $12501
Fundralser open to
student groups &
organizations. Earn
$3-$5 per Vlsa/MC app.
We supply all materials
at no cost. Call for Info
or visit our website.
Qualified callers receive
a FREE baby Boom Box.
1-800-932-0528 x65.
www.ocmconcepts.com.
NoteTakers Wanted.
$200-$1,500 I class!
Post your lecture notes
on the Internet. Sign up
on-line® www.STUDY247.com
Hit a Home Run with us
this season.
MARKETEAM
ASSOCIATES, the nations
largest agricultural
market research company
Is looking for articulate
people to be part-time
Telephone Interviewers In
our modem Shaker
Heights office. $7.00/hr.
starting wage. (AM &
PM shifts avallbale)
Schedule an Interview
with us now, even If your
starting season Isn't
until summer. Call
Vaughn (Ext. 208) or Sue
(Ext. 290) now at (216)
491-9515.

KING CROSSWORD

Two bedroom apartment
for rent: appliances,
carpet, garage, furniture
available. Seniors/
graduates preferred. No
pets, no smoking. $670/
month. Phone: (440) 3562536.

you
moving
41 Like a
bump on

ACROSS
I "Exodus"
author
5 Bronze
medal:
abbr.
8 Basilica
area
12 Miss
Argentina?
14 Staked
15 Rebuild
16 Frenzied
17 Male

Duplex Units available,
Including one at Cedar I
Lee. Washer /Dryer,
parking, new kitchens.
Call Todd ( 440) 6840464. Leave a message.

Manx

18 .._
beloved ...
20 One of

House for rent. Three
bedroom single,
appliances, basement,
front porch, deep lot, 2
car, $775/month.
Security deposit. 1 mile
from campus. Call Bill at
291-1377.

.

the

Apostles
23 Vacationing
24 On in
years
25 Supervised
28 Watch-.
dog's
warning
29 Luxury
30 Promise
32 Comprehensive
34 "-Lisa"
35 Ms. Hari
36 Small
change
37 Saba
ghanouj
ingredient
40 It'll get

Camp Counseloroutgoing and creative
indlvdual to orchestrate
Three morning-a-week
"camp" for four two year
olds. Location already
determined.
Transportation required.
Call (216) 751-1339.
Summer girl- outgoing
and nurturln~ Individual
to help with 6 month old
and almost 3 year old 2·
3 days a week.
Transportation required.
Call (216) 751-1339.

42 Sudden
death
47 Rain cats
and dogs
48 Storyteller
49 Withered
50 Fann
structure
51 Protracted
DOWN
I Gls'
entertainment
2 Gun the
engine
3 Chemical
suffill:
4 Worked
in the
mailroom
5 Rad.
times two
6 R-V
center?
7 "Tobacco
Road"
author
8 Irving
Berlin
song
9 Poker
hand
10 ledge
II Vortex
13 Plato's

Need college student(s)
to bring our two children
home from school, feed
them a snack, and play I
Interact with them In our
Shaker home. Hours are
3:15-5:30 MondayFriday. Must have your
own reliable
transportation. Pay is
$8.50/hr. Call (216)
561-0885.
2 bedroom apartments
with 1 or 2 baths.
Shaker Hts/Warrensvllle
Center Rd. Newly
decorated. Heat and
garage Included.
Laundry room on
premises. (216) 7514935.
Spacious 1 and 2
bedroom apartments
aome with 2 baths.
Shaker Hts/Warrensvllle
Center Rd. Newly
decorated. Includes
garage. Laundry room on
premises. (216) 7517259.
Shaker Coach HouseFurnished-Includes
utilites-free rent in
exchange for helping
care for daughter In
wheelchair. Much free
time for job or school.
Call 921-1040.
Home for rent. Five
bedrooms, recently
remodeled. Very clean.
3 car garage. $1200/
month. On Cedar, near
Lee Road. Call for appt.
(216) 421-8421.
Watch and glasses found
near the mallroom.
Contact Tom Reilley at
(216) 397-4415.
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"Wilson, how many times have I told
you about drinking from the hose!"

Answers to
King Crouword

19 Count
counterpart
20 Binge
21 Fanning:
prefix
22 Erstwhile
talk-show
host
23 Spanish
city
25 Speeches
26 Bard's
waterway
27 Refuses
to
29 Tarkenton
or
Drescher
31 Existed
33 Political
mover?
34 All in your
mind?
36 Singer

Villi
37 Reveille's
opposite
38 Lotion
additive
39 Session
with a
shrink
40 Quite
43 Cistern
44 Hourglflss
figure?
45 Calendar
abbr.
46 Work
unit

